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Motorists
urged to
buckle up
for holidays
Stan Report
he busy Christmas holiday sea.son is upon us and
the Kentucky Office of
Highway Safety is urging drivers to keep themselves and families safe by buckling-up while
driving.
"As traffic increases, unfortunately so do our collisions,"
said KOFIS Executive Director
Chuck Geveden iin a news
release Monday. "Last year in
Kentucky, December ranked
highest in total number of motor
vehicle crashes with 11,907.
resulting in 72 fatalities."
Forty eight of those persons
killed in motor vehicles were
not wearing seat belts.
Boyd Sigler, director of the
KOHS Division of Highway
Safety Programs, said many of
those deaths could have been
prevented if victims had taken a
few seconds to buckle up.
"Both drivers and passengers
must realize that seat belts are
the single most important safety
device in the vehicle," said
Sigler. "Not only is it the law,
but it's your best defense
against a drunk or distracted
driver."
Despite Kentucky's primary
seat belt law. Kentucky remains
at the bottom nationally in seat
belt usage rates at only..73 per-

2 death
trials
slated
for 2010
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WEATHER

Temonew

30s
20s

Daily Forecast
Tha Associated Press
Tuesday. Mostly cloudy in
the morning then clearing.
Highs in the upper 30s. North
winds 10 to 15 mph.
Tuesday night...Clear. Lows
around 20 North winds 5 to 10
mph.
Wednesday...Mostly sunny.
Highs around 40. Northeast
winds around 5 mph.
Wednesday night Clear.
Lows in the mid 20s.
Thursday _Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 40s.
Thursday
night Mostly
clear Lows around 30.
Friday. Partly sunny. Highs
in the mid 40s
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By 'TONI BERRY
it
Staff Writer
-v
wo trials insol mg five persons
accused in connection to murder of
two Calloway County men have
been scheduled for 2010 in Calloway
County Circuit Court.
The trial of Michael S. Lynch, 28, of
1300 Poplar St., accused of murder in the
death of Carl Douglas McGowan. has been
scheduled by Judge Dennis Foust for
September 28. Also scheduled to stand
trial on charges of alleged complicity in
the cnme are Timothy Adams, 29, of
1604 Main Street, Murray; Tiffany Adams,
18, of the same address, and Jessica
Johnson, 19, of Columbus Lane.
The defendants were indicted by a
Calloway County grand jury in October in
connection to McGowan's death which
took place in the early morning hours of
October 10.
All the defendants have pleaded innocent
to the charges against them.
According to Calloway County Sheriffs •
Department officials, McGowan's body •
was found near the intersection of Ky. 280
and Douglas Road near New Concord. He
had been reported missing the previous
day by family members. Sheriffs Det. Sant
Bierds said ri preliminary autopsy per-formed in Madisonville showed that
McGowan's death was a nonucide caused
by blunt force trauma. All four of the
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Busy Holiday Mailing Day

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger

Times

Monday was said to be the biggest day of the year for mailing packages arid Murray's post office certainly
was
no exception. Postmaster Mike Gilkey stands next to one of four large containers of pnohty mail packages
that
were snipped out yesterday. He said next Monday will be busy as well, only this time with incoming packages.

Property protection Board eyes
two measures for 'sharper teeth'
By TONI BERRY
Staff Wnter
The Calloway County Propeny
Protection Board is considering two
measures that will put sharper teeth in
a county ordinance designed to hold
property owners accountable for keeping their lands safe.
During a meeting of the board
Monday evening in the Calloway
County Courthouse conference room,
County Attorney David Harrington
said the board essentially. has two
choices to compel persistently negligent property owners to respond to
county requests to eliminate safety
hazards: either bnng violators up on
criminal charges or impose hefty.
daily fines enforceable in Calloway
District Court until the work is completed.
Following discussion by Chairman
Jim Stahler and board members Joe
Dan Taylor, Bill Rogers and Gary
Barnes - with input from Judge-

Executive Larry Elkins and . County
Environmental Planner Alicia Tabers the board decided to table any further
action dunng the meeting to discuss
the ratnifications of any move.
Harrington suggested trying the second option first because the first
option could leave the hoard liable for
civil action if a property owner is
found not guilty of violating the ordinance in court.
Board members agreed that court
appearances and fines were a viable
option and would most likely be effective in producing compliance in most
cases.
During the meeting, Tabers detailed
her efforts to contact property. owners
in violation of the year-old ordinance.
She said most comply or show some
effort toward doing so when contacted, however others resist compliance
prompting action by the board.
Tabers and Harrington said they
have run into some trouble locating

some property owners while others
that own properties out of compliance
with the law are entangled in other
legal claims making it difficult for the
county to move forward on demolition. liens, fines and other efforts to
alleviate unsafe conditions.
During the meeting. board members
decided to take bids for proposals for
the clean-up of three properties considered to be among the worst threats.
Harrington was also directed to take
action through Calloway' County
Circuit Court concerning the properties to collect as much of the taxpayer's cost of clean-up as possible.
Board members are currently planning action involving properties on
Dalton Road and the Post Oak-White
Oak area. Efforts to recover the county's costs for demolition of two properties near Speaker Trail continues.
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Obama to banks::
ease lending to
businesses
By PHILIP ELLIOIT
and DAN/E. WAGNER
Associated Press Wnters
WASHINGTON (API
- President
Barack Obama challenged top bankers
Monday to explore "every responsible
way" to increase lending, saying they were
obliged to help after being rescued by taxpayers.
In a statement after more than an hour
with the executives, Obama said he
reminded them that much of the financial

See Page 4A

AP sources: Ill. prison
to get Gitmo detainees
By HENRY C. JACKSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Taking an important step on
the thomy path to closing the
U.S. detention facility at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, the
White
House
plans to
announce Tuesday that the
government will' acquire an
undenitilized state prison in
rural Illinois to be the new
home for a limited number of
terrorist suspects held at
Guantanamo.
Administration officials as
well as Illinois Sen. Richard
Durbin and Illinois Gov. Pat
Quinn will rnake an official

announcement at the White
House.
Officials from both the
White House and Durbin's
office confirmed that President
Barack Obama had directed
the government to acquire
Thomson Correctional Center
in Thomson, Ill., a sleepy town
near the Mississippi River
about 150 miles from Chicago.
The officials spoke on the condition of anonymity to avoid
pre-empting
Tuesday's
announcement.
A Durbin aide said the facility would house federal
III See Page
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HAWKINS TEAGUE/ Ledger 8, Times
BUSINESS id BREAKFAST: AftendeeS of the Chamber of Commerce BusinesseBreakfast
gc, through the line Tuesday morning at the Murray State University Curris Center Ballroom.
Slate Sen. Ken Winters was the featured speaker.. For the full story, see tomorrow's Ledger
& Times.
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Trials...
From Front
accused were arrested and
lodged in Calloway County Jail
where they remain. Sheriff's
Department officials said they
believe the ineident took plaee
at the intersettion of Ky. 280
and Douglas Road where
McGowan's body was found
and that the three accused of
complicity were nearby when
Lynch allegedly assaulted the
victim.
During a hearing Monday
morning.
Commonwealth's
Attorney Mark Blankenship told
the court prosecutors were hoping one of the accused would
come forth with information
that could be used in going forward with the case; a move that
apparently has not been forthcoming.
"We fuse been in pattern waiting for one of these defendants
to
help
themselves,"
Blankenship told Foust.
Marshal Ward, counsel for
Tiffany Adams. told the court he

III Buckle up
From Front
cent.
According to the National
Highway'
Traffic
Safety
Administration, regular seat belt
use is the single most effective
way to protect people and
reduce fatalities in motor vehicle crashes. Research has
shown that when lap and shoulder belts am used properly, the
fisk of fatal injury to front-seat
passenger car occupants is
_reduced by 45 percent, and the
risk of moderate to serious
injury is reduced by 50 percent.

was unprepared to press forsvard
with a trial until more information concerning an offer from
Blankenship's office had been
obtained. Blankenship agreed to
communicate with Ward as soon
as possible concerning any further information in the cases.
Foust issued a discovery order
111 the LdSC with d prennal hearing to bring up relevant matters
before the court set for
September 13.
Adams has pleaded innocent
to a charge of tampering with
physical evidence - A Class D
felony - for allegedly trying to
retrieve a cell phone that he
believed may be used as evidence against him, according to
a copy of the indictment
obtained from the Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk's
office.
Also, the trial of Brock Riley
Ramey, who is charged with
murder in connection to the Oct.
21, 2008, killing of Almo resident Jerry Eldridge Sr. 60, will
begin May 4 with a pre-trial
heanng set for April 22.
Ramey, 30, is charged with
murder. first-degree wanton

•••
"We want everyone on our
roadways this Chfistmas season
to buckle up each and every trip,
day or night," said Geveden.
There were 826 fatalities on
Kentucky roadways last year,
including 649 people in motor
vehicles. Of those, 70 percent
were not wearing seat belts.
"If you fail to buckle up. you
ran the tisk oi getting a ticket.
or worse, getting killed or
injured," Sigler warned.
For more information visit
http://highwaysafety.ky.gov and
www.nhtsa.dot gov.

For Best Results Place Your Ad With Us
Call 753-1916

endangerment, first degree bur- Kentucky State Police followed
glary. two counts of first-degree up on a tip and allegedly found
assault and two counts of tam- child pornography
and drugs in
penng with physical evidence.
his home KSP officials in
Dunng court action Monday. Mayfiel
d reikirtedly received
Ramey 's
counsel
accused information from
a local business
Blankenship's office of misuse
that Cargill had child pornogra- GE domain Louisville for new production
of subixiena powers by attemptLOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP) Cieneral Electric
phy on his personal computer.
Co. has announced
ing to secure Riuney's medical
plans to make a new line of energy-efficien
t washers and dryers c.
After
gatherin
g
other
information, Louisville. adding
records from Marshall County
some 430 jobs to its Appliance Park operati
on.
Hospital in alleged violation of state police executed a search
GE said Monday that workers will stiu-t produci
ng the washing
warrant
and
allegedl
y discovered machines in the third quarter of
patient pnvacy laws. A motion
2012, and new dryer production
was made to dismiss Ramey's various child pornography images will follow a year later. The company said
the front-load appliindictment for that CAUSC - a on at least one computer owned ances will use technology aimed at reducing
energy demand durby Cargill Methamphetamine and ing peak tunes.
motion Foust refused.
The announcement brings more production
"You don't dismiss the case," drug paraphernalia were also
momentum for the
Foust said. "There may be rea- allegedly located dunng the 900-acre Appliance Park operation.
Earlier this year. GE said it will build a new line
son for sanction, but I'm not search.
of energy-effigoing to dismiss."
Also further action in the case cient, hybrid electnc water heaters in Louisville. adding about 400
jobs at Appliance Park.
However Foust agreed to quash of John "Drew"
Millwood, 24,
The announcement comes as Kentucky struggle
the subpoena.
s with doublewas continued until Jan. 25.
digit unemployment.
Ramey's counsel also made
Millwood is a Murray State
motions to delay the tnal until late
University
student-teacher TVA rates to drop from fuel cost
spring and obtain permission to
adjustment
accused of having sexual interKNOXVILLE, Tenn. I AP) --- Rates for Tenness
have DNA evidence tested indeee Valley.
course with a 17-year-old Authonty residential customers will drop between
SI and S3 in
pendently.
Calloway County' High School the billing period that starts Jan. I due to another re.duction
in fuel
The shooting was reported to
costs.
police shortly before midnight (xi female student.
The
change reflects more hydroelectric generation because
In October. Millwood pleaded
of
Oct. 21. 2008, by a neighbor livrain and a reduction in projected future costs.
ing close by the Eldridge home guilty to amended sexual abuse
TVA began the fiscal year Oct. 1 with an 8 percent
general rate
near Almo. Injured during the and drug charges. Millwood had increase but
because of reduced fuel adjustment costs, customers
incident were Eldridge's son. initially been charged with first- are still paying less
than a year ago.
F.ddie Eldridge, 33, and Melissa degree sexual abuse, tampenng
There have been five drops in the fuel cost adjustm
ent cost this
with
physical evidence. anempt- year.
Price, 35. Both suffered gunshot
wounds. Eddie Eldfidge, who was ing to tiunper with physical eviTVA uses the fuel cost adjustment to help recover
fluctuating
shot in the face, was taken to dence. cultivation of marijuana fuel and purchased power costs.
Vanderbilt University Medical and possession of drug parapherTVA is the nation's largest public utility with nearly
9 million
Center in Nashville. Tenn. Pnce nalia (first offense). However customers in Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi.
Kentucky, Georgia.
was taken to Murray-Calloway count three was amended to sexu- North Carolina and Virginia.
County Hospital for treatinent of a al misconduct as pan of a plea
Fewer abuse reports confirmed in state
wound to the lower body and was deal with Blankenship's
office.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A newspaper report says state
later released following treatment.
Under the agreement. Millwood
social
workers are confirming far fewer allegations of child abuse
An unnamed 7-year-old juve- faces 10
than
years in pfison; however they
did a decade ago.
nile was also present in the home concurring with a plea agreeAdvocates say that could be a sign that social workers
at the time of the shooting, but
are carryment through Blankenship's ing too many
cases, causing them to miss dangerous situations.
was not injured.
office - Foust placed the defenThe Courier-Journal reported on Monday that social workers
Blankenship told the court that
dant acidei k.unkiniunai parole ark; found abuse or neglect in 12.5 percent
the death penalty will not be
of such reports this year.
home-bound arrest to be moni- The newspaper's analysis found that number was
sought in the case.
down dramatically
tored
from 27 percent nine years ago. Some cases from 2009 are
electronically in October. If
Also appearing before Foust
was James Cargill, 59, of Almo. for any reason the defendant still under review..
David Richart, a child advocate and consultant in Kentuck
Cargill has been charged with breaks the terms of the agreeinent,
y, says
those numbers mean investigations are not being done thoroug
possession of matter portraying a he will immediately begin serving
hly.
Patricia Wilson, the state cabinet's commissioner for social
servsexual performance by a minor; a full 10-year sentence behind
ices, say.; better screening of reports accounts for some of
the
two counts of possession of a con- bars. Millwood must complete a
decline.
trolled substance. methampheta- sex offender's counseling promine and cocaine, and possession gram and register as a sex offend- Man
drives to hospital after being shot in head
of drug paraphernalia.
er in the Commonwealth of
HUDSON, Fla.(AP) — A Kentucky man was able to drive
himHe is scheduled to appear in Kentucky. with all restfictions self to the hospital
after being shot in the head.
court at 2 p.m. on Jan. 11, 2010.
applicable. He is also to have no
Pasco County authorities say 38-year-old Michael Lee
Gibson of
Cargill was arrested after contact with the victim.
Pinetop, Ky., was shot Sunday morning in a vacant lot in
Hudson,
about 30 miles north of Tampa. His injuries were not life
threatening.
I A6REE TO PLAY ALL 12 X15 OF
A sheriff's office report says 25-year-old Christopher Michael
i3tRiSTMA.5 AT YOUR PARTY iF YOU
A6REE TO KEEP THE MISTLETOE
Walters was arrested on an attempted murder charge. Reports
say,
AWAY FROM THE PIANO
he was the ex-boyfriend of a woman both men knew,
and he used
a small caliber handgun to shoot Gibson.
Court records show Walters is being held on $100.0(
X) bond

Kentucky
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Newport police find apartment full of stolen goods

Dec. 15
10 shopping
days 111 Christmas
a

Lawmaker to be honored by WKU

,
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NEWPORT, Ky.(AP) — Several police departments
are working to connect a stash of stolen goods to recent break-i
ns in northern Kentucky.
Newport police said they found about $11,000 in stolen
items in
an apartment late Sunday.
The Kentucky Enquirer quoted Newport Police Sgt.
Tom
Collins, who said an officer spotted a suspicious
suspect and
stopped to talk to him, leading to the discovery.

The officers and employees of The Murray Pank
invite you to join usfor our annual
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Our Elected Officials

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP)-- State Rep. Jody
Richards is
being honored by his hometown university.
The former longtime Kentucky House speaker will
receive an
honorary' doctorate from Western Kentucky
University on Dec. 19.
The Bowling Green Democrat will receive the
honorary degree ot
doctor of public service during Western's commen
cement at
Diddle Arena.

/Mich McCann.'(R-Ky.)
361A Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, D C 20510
1-202-224-2541

Friday, December 18
2:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Holiday &firshments
Served at both locations
Santa Claus will be at the Main Office to visit with
kids ofall ages and havefree photos m.de with them!

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitheld (R-Kr.)
2411 Raytum House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.0 20510
vvww.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115
U.S. Son. Jim Bunning(Wk.)
137A Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington. D.C. 20510
)wnv.iim_bunningiltunning.s*r. ate gov
1-202-224-4343
State Sen. Ken Winters
(R-Alwrayl
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
Frankfort. Ky 40601
1-800-372-7181
State Rep. Dleivin Henley
(D-Atiorrayl
Room 329J. Capitol Annex
Frankfort. Ky. 40601
melvin henleye Ire ky.gov
1-800-372-7181

405 South 12th Street & 700 North 12th Street • 753-5626
Online Banking: www.themurraybank.com
24 Hour Account info: 1-877-965-1122 member EDI(
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Gitmo
From Front
inmates and no more than 100
detainees from Guantanamo
Bay.
The facility in Thomson had
emerged as a clear front-runner
after Illinois officials. led by
Durbin.
enthusiastically
embraced the idea of turning a
near-dormant prison over to federal officials.
The White House has been
coy' about its selection process,
but on Friday a draft memo
leaked to a conservative Web
site that seemed to indicate officials were homing in on
Thomson.
The Thomson Correctional
Center was one of several
potential sites evaluated by the
Federal Bureau of Prisons to
potentially house detainees
from the Navy-run prison at
Guantanamo Bay. Officials with
other prisons, including Marion,
111., Hardin. Mont., and
Florence, Colo.. have said they
would welcome the jobs that
would be created by- the new
inmates.
Closing Guantanamo is a top
priority for Obama. and he
signed an executive order hours
into his presidency directing

12 OF OUR MOST POPULAR MENU CHOICES
847i Rtp %mho' RIbeye Chicken or Midis Faitta Any Bumf°
Dinner • Any Chinn Dinner
My aticken Dinner • TVI Taco Salad • Chicken Chop Salad • Homeste
ader Salad
MONDAY - THURSDAY • DINE IN ONLY

that the process of closing the
prison begin. Obama has said he
wants terronsm suspects transferred to American soil so they
can be tned for their suspected
crimes.
The Thomson Correctional
Center was built by Illinois in
2001 as a state prison with the
potential to house maximum
security inmates. Local officials
hoped it would improve the
local economy, providing jobs
to a hard-hit community. State
budget problems, however, have
kept the 1,600-cell prison from
ever fully opening. At present, it
houses about 200 minimumsecurity inmates.
Obama has faced some resistance to the idea of housing terrorism suspects in the United
States. but in Thomson many
have welcomed the prospect as
a potential economic engine.
Thomson Village President
Jerry Hebeler. was asleep when
the word came that Thomson
had been chosen.
"It's news to me, but then I'm
always the (last to know anything," Hebeler said Monday
night of the news affecting his
town of 450 residents. "it'll be
good for the village and the surrounding area. especially with
all the jobs that have been lost
here."

TUMBLEWEED'
SOUTHWEST GRILL.
NT Weaned Drive•(27111) 873-2300
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The funeral for Mrs. Ruthie Mohler
will be Wednesday at II a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Church
ill Funeral Home. Bro. Brett Miles will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Kennet
h Mohler, Stanley, Steven and
Shane Henley, Craig Garland
and B J. Newton, active; Phyllis
Weatherford, Sonny Henley. Terry Bogges
s, Treasa Norsworthy and
Sharon Dodson. honorary. Bunal
will follow in the Murray
Menional Gardens. Visitation will be
at the funeral home from 4 to
8 p.m. nxlay (Tuesday).
Mrs. Mohler, 95. Old Duncan Creek Road.
Kirksey, died Sunday.
Dec. 13, 2009. at 9.30 p.m. at Spring
Creek Health Care A homemaker, she WAS of Baptist faith.
Preceding her in death were her husban
d, Curtis Mohler, who
died Apnl 15, 1990; one daughter.
Eva Mohler; one son. Donald
Mohler; three grandchildren. Stuart
Henley, Lee Henley and Krim:*
Weatherford Born March 22, 1914. in
Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Thomas Treas
and Louisa Burnett Treas.
Survivors include two daughters, Delori
se Boggess and Charleen
Rycken and husband, Walter, all of Kirkse
y; daughter-in-law. Jo
Nell Mohler, Murray. 10 grandchildren,
Phyllis Weatherford, Sonny
Henley, Kenneth Mohler, Stanley
Henley. Treasa Norsworthy, Terry
Boggess, Sharon Dodson, Steven Henley
, Craig Garland and Shane
Henley: I I great-grandchildren; 9
great-great-gnmdchildren.

Mrs. Von& Teters Reeves

Mrs. Vonda Teters Reeves, 77, Versailles. mother of David
Reeves of Murray. died Fnday, Dec. 11. 200'4. at Bluegr
ass
Community Hospital, Versailles.
A Henry county nauve, she was the daughter of the late Velvin
artd Mary. Etta Aldridge Teters and was a member of Faith Baptist
Church, Versailles She was born Sept. 24, 1932.
Survivors include her husband, Lester V. Reeves: one daughter,
Connie Schuermeyer and husband, Bob, Lexington, David Reeves
and wife. Kate, Murray, and Jim Reeves, Chicago, ill.; special
family fnend, Andrew Freiheit, Chicago: one sister, Sue Jones.
Brandenburg; three grandchildren, Ashley Stanfield and Adnan
ne
Hayhurst. Lexington, and Kate Reeves. Murray. three great-g
randchildren, Chandler Hayhurst and William and Brayde Stanfie
n
ld.
The funeral was Monday at 10:30 a.m. in the
chapel of '
Blackburn and Ward Funeral Home. Versailles. Burial
was in the
New Castle Cemetery..
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Chnsti
an Church,
I I 1 North 5th St., Murray. KY 42071.

Final passage eyed in
health care reform

tAPi-end game at hand. Senate
Democrats appeared ready to
jettison a proposed Medicare
expansion from histonc health
care legislation Monday in
hopes of assunng Chnstmitsweek passage of the bill to
extend coverage to tens of millions.
"Democrats aren't going to
let the Amencan people down,"
Majonty Leadei Harry Reid said
after a closed-door meeting
called to discuss last-minute
trade-offs in the legislation that
President Barack Obama has
made a top pnority, "I'm confident that by next week. we will
be on our way toward final passage."
Liberals sought the Medicare
expansion as a last-minute substitute for a full-blown, government-run insurance program
that moderates earlier insisted
be jettisoned.
But it drew strong opposition
from Sen. Joe Lieberman. !Cann., and quieter concerns
from a dozen Dernocrats - all
of whose votes are essential for
Democrats
to
overcome
implacable Republican opposi-

Edward L (Eddie) Smith

(ion.
"Put mc down tonight at
encouraged about the direction
these
talks
are
going,"
Lieberman said less than 24
hours after he rattled Democrats
with his threat to join side with
Republican opponents unless he
got his way.
Reid did not say flatly that
Democrats had decided to drop
the proposal for uninsured
Amencans as young dS 55 to
purchase
coverage
under
Medicare But several senators
said it appeared inevitable, aikd
liberals sounded resigned to (t.
"1 want to see health care
reform," Sen. Sherrod Brown,
D-Ohio, said.
One official said participant%
at the meeting broke into
applause when Sen. Arlen
Specter of Pennsylvania. who
switched parties earlier in the
year, said he had made his move
to become the 60th vote far
health care. The overall measure, costing nearly SI trillion
over a decade. is designed to
expand coverage and han the
insurance industry. practice ot
denying coverage on the basis at
pre-existing medical conditions.

The funeral for Edward E. (Eddie) Smith
will be tonight
(Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-M
iller Funeral Home,
Murray. Jerry Mayes will officiate. Visitation will
Mrs. Pauline McGill Story, 95, West Frankf
be at the funeral
ort and Cunningham, home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesd
died Saturday. Dec. 12, 2009 at the
ay)
home of her daughter, Dorothy
Mr. Smith. 75, Paris. Tenn., formerly of Murray
Story Pucken and husband, Dean. Cunni
, died Saturday,
ngham. Born July 15, 1914 Dec. 12, 2009,
at Henry County Medical Center.
in Townley, Ala.. she was the daughter
of the late Jesse Bertrue and
He
was
preceded in death by his first wife. Shirley Ann
Maggie Mae McLain McGill.
Hargrove
Smith; second wife, Betty Jean Glunt Smith;
Preceding her in death were her husban
parents, Oury Edward
d, Walter Howard Story,
Smith and Ruth Penny Smith; and two sisters,
to whom she was married Jan. 17, 1934,
Jerry Rost and
and who died in 1985; two
Dorothy Todd. He was born May 18. 1934 in
brothers, Hollis and James McGill.
Graves County and
was a retired truck driver.
Survivors include her daughter, Dorothy Pucket
t and husband,
Dean, Cunningham; one son. Jesse Story
Survivors include two daughters. Christy Ann Smith
and wife, Evelyn,
and special
Spotsylvania, Va.; one brother, Jesse McGill
fnend, Calvin Dumas, Paris, and Lanita Kay
and wife, Chris,
Wagner and husband,
Adamsville. Ala.; five grandchildren, Brian
Puckett and wife, Mike, Naples, Fla.; one son, Stephen Edward Smith; seven stepchilTheresa, Gallatin, Tenn., Ann F'uckett Lovett
and husband, Junior. dren, Jim, John and Tom Thurman, Ricky and Nicky Lovett, Judy
Murray, Bradley Story- and wife, Sharon, Midlot
hian. Va., Douglas Sullivan and Jan Couzins; three brothers, Walter, Kenneth and
Story and wife, Sandy, Fairfax, Va., arid Enc
Story and wife, Fran. Aridrian Smith: eight grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
Nokesville, Va.; four great-grandchildren,
Zachary Puckett, and
Jessica, Carrington and Maggie Story. Graves
ide service will be
held Friday at 1 p.m. at Tower Heights Cemete
The tuncial tor Jerry Allen Mohler was held
ry, West Frankfort.
today (Tuesday) at
III. with Rev. Kenneth Puckett officiating.
Visitation will be from 5 II a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. Rev. Ricky ,
to 8 p.m. Thursday at Milner and Orr Funera
l Home, Paducah.
Cunningham, Rev. Danny Cox and Rev Terry
Wilson officiated.
Expressions' of sympathy may be made to
a charity of your Burial was in the New Sand Hill Cemete
ry in Graves County.
choice. Online condolences may be made www.milnerandoeaco
a
ra.
Mr. Mohler, 68, Brewers Conununity, died
WASHUNC.TOIN (AP) Glvi and lbryster received
Saturday, Dec.12,
2009, at 4:32 p.m. at L,ourdes Hospital, Paduca
Ford Motor Co. executive chair- billions of dollars
h. He was the son of
in federal aid
man
the late Hester and Deziree Beach Mohler
Bill Ford met with to go through bankru
. One infant brother,
A graveside service fur Mrs. Clover Cotha
ptcy. Ford
m will be today Roben Allen Mohler, also preced
President Barack Obama on Motor Co. avoide
ed him in death.
d taking feder(Tuesday) at 1 p.m. at the Murray City Cemete
ry. John Dale will
Monda
y
and
endors
He
was
ed
of
the al help.
Baptist faith. He retired from the former
officiate. Pallbearers will be Chris Caddas
Murray .
, Mark Popp, Bill Division of the Tappa
Bill Ford delivered a list of
n Company. and was currently working for administration's handling of the
Buckman, Noah Buckman, Tommy Carroll
struggl
ing auto industry.
and Lanes Mobile John in Benton.
recommendations
to
the
aalicly Thornton. Visitation will be
Ford credited laoama for Cortunerce
at J.H.
Survivors include his wife, Brenda Mohler; four
Department develChurchill Funeral Home from I I a.m. to
sons, Kenneth ' stepping in to help
I p.m. Ray Mohler, Alm°,
Genera
l
oped at a Detroit business sumand Dwayne, Mike and Bruce Mohler, all of
today (Tuesday).
Motors and Chrysler and pre- mit or. ways
Benton; seven grandchildren.
to revitalize the
Expressions of sympathy may be made
vent
auto
supplie
to
rs from col- economy. It includes develo
pin4
WATCH Inc.. 703 Main St.. Murray. KY 42071
lapsing
. Ford said the adminis- national energy and
or
manufactur4
Hospice House Building Fund, 803 Poplar
tration acted "swiftly and force- ing strateg
St.,
ies and encouraging
A memorial service for Mrs. Janessa Lynn Keyes
Murray, KY 42071.
Stanfill was fully and it worked."
research and development.
Mrs. Cotham, 98, Glendale Place. Murray, died held Monday' at I p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran Church, Murray, with
!
Rev. Chad Foster officiating. Visitation was held at
there Saturday, Dec. 12, 2009, at 4:20 p.m. A
the Imes-Miller
longFuneral Home from 5 to 7 p.m. on Sunday. Online
time member of the Garden Department
Gotham
of the
condolences may,
MUHRAI
Murray Woman's Club she had served as past
wor- be made at www.imesmiller.com.
thy matron of Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Mrs. Keyes-Stanfill, 27, Murray., died Fnday, Dec. II.
Order of the Eastern
2009, at
Star, oldest continuous member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ, her home.
a graduate of Murray High School Class of
A graduate of Calloway County High SchoO1,7ihe
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
1929 and attended
was a member
Murray State College. Preceding her in death were
her husband of of the Laker Band. She was of Lutheran faith and was born Sept. 12,
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
53 years, Freed Cotharn; one daughter, Nancy
Popp. one grand- 1982. Preceding her in death were one daughter, Jamien Burriss
Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.ni.• Closed Sat.
, and
daughter, Rachel Caddas Buckman, one brother
& Sun.
and two sisters. her tather, Gary Keyes.
Born Dec. 5. 1911, in Graves County, she was the
daughter of the
Survivors include her husband. Charles Stanfill;
three sons.
late Noah Oliver and Birdie E. Chunn Harrison. Surviv
Alice Rouse, Publisher
ors include Jensen and J.D. Burris, Murray.
ansisearinurray ledger.corn
. and Chase Stanfill and wife, Lorna,
one daughter, Bette Caddas and husband. Chester. Murray
Greg Travis, Editor
; son-in- South Carolina; her mother. Pamela Keyes. Murray
ediiorWrnurray ledger.corn
; two brothers,
law, Robert Popp, Rt15Sell, Kan.; four grandchildre
n, Lyn Matasci Jesse Keyes and Morgan and Jason Keyes,
Chris Woodall, Advertising Mgr.
ads(gThurrayledger.com
Murray; one sister. JiHrli
and husband, Frank. Santa Maria, Calif., Chris Caddas
and wife. Mills and husband, Mike. Almo; gra_nd
Jill Stephens. Classifieds Mgr.
clariaified4Thurray ledger.c,im
mother. Nordene Lorton,
Wendy, Columbus, Ohio, Kelly Kely and husband, David,
Houston. Murray; three grandchildren. Jenna.
Circulation
circular ion0Prnurray ledger.corn
Taylynn and Channing Stanfill;
Texas. and Mark Popp and wife, Rebecca, Kansas
City, Kan.; nine several nieces, nephew
Rita Boggess, Business Mfg.
's. aunts. uncles and cousins.
rboKaesskernurrayledger.com
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Pauline McGill Story

Jerry Allen Mohler

Ford hails Obama's
handling of auto crisis

Mrs. Clover Cotham

Mrs. Janessa Lynn Keyes-Stanfill
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Poll: Americans support global warming action

WASHINGTON (AP)More Americans believe steps
taken to reduce global warming
pollution will help the U.S.
economy than say such measures will hurt it.
It's a sign the public is showing more faith in President
Barack Obama's economic arguments for limiting heat-trapping
gases than in Republican claims
that the actions would kill jobs.
In an Associated PressStanford University poll. 40 percent said U.S. action to slow
global wamiing in the future
would create jobs.
Slightly more, 46 percent,
said it would boost the economy.
By contrast, less than a third
said curbing climate change
would hurt the economy. and
result in fewer jobs, a message
Republican
members
of
Congress plan to take to an
intemational global warming
conference in Copenhagen this
week.
"They're
wrong,"
Ron
Classen of Seattle. who participated in the poll, said of the
GOP stance. "People are going
to be shifted from one job to
another." said Classen, a seltdescribed fan of environmentalist and former Vice President Al
Gore.
The survey's results seem to
boost Democratic efforts to curb
global warming pollution and
sign on to an intemational agreement to reduce heat-trapping
gases. despite the concerns
many Americans have about the
recession and the high unemployment rate.
For some, the recession has
manifested itself in a nothingleft-to-lose attitude when it
comes to tackling climate and to
sparking a revolution in where
and how the nation produces its
energy.
"I don't know if anybody: has
looked around lately, but the

economy is dead," said Jake
Berglund, a home-improvement
contractor from Portland. Conn.
"We are in a sinking ship, and
Obama has bought us enough
life rafts to keep on going. But
we need to figure out how to
build a new boat when we are
still on the water."
The poll, however, also suggests that Americans have limits
to how: much they want to pay to
address global warming.
Obama and many Democrats
in Congress envision shifting
the country away from burning
fossil fuels to cleaner forms of
energy, in a part by: passing a
new law that would set up a capand-trade system that puts a
price on pollution.
While three-quarters of
respondents said they support
action of some kind on climate
change. just as many said they
would oppose the cap-and-trade
system if it raised their electncity bill by $25 a month.

A majority -- 59 percent wouldn't support cap-and-trade
if it meant paying $10 extra a
month for electricity.
Under cap-and-trade, companies that release greenhouse
gases when they manufacture
electricity would pass the cost of
buying pollution permits or
investing in cleaner technologies down to consumers.
This added cost allows alternative sources of energy such as
wind and solar that tend to be
more expensive to compete with
cheaper but dirtier forms of
energy such as coal.
"People just don't like higher
taxes and higher prices simply to
rnanipulate their behavior," said
Jon Krosnick, a Stanford
University professor of political
science who has been polling the
public on global warming for 15
years.
"Much larger majorities con
tinue to favor government
requiring businesses or offenng
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Illinois suspends program
that released inmates early
By JOHN O'CONNOR
Fulas..cit vvoter
SPRINGFIELD. III. tAP) -Illinois Gov Pat Quinn has suspended a pnson program that
allowed repeat drunk drivers.
drug users and even people convicted of battery and weapons
violations to %cry e less than
three weeks' total ttme behind
bars.
Records obtained and analyzed by The Associated Press
show that since September more
than 850 inmates were released
weeks earlier than they. ordinanly would be. The Corrections
Department was saving money
by abandoning a policy that
requires inmates to serve at least
bl days and awarding them discretionary. good-conduct credit
immediately upon entering
pnson.
That means sonic prisoners

have enough good-conduct days
to qualify. for release almost
immediately — before they 'ye
had a chance to demonstrate any
conduct at all The inmates are
kept at the department's pnson
processing centers and released
alter as few as 11 days
Jorge Bogas spent Just 18 days
behind bars for aggravated driving under the influence after he
hit two cars. hospitalizing one
motonst for weeks. while driving the
rong direction on
Interstate 57. Bogas sat five
days in Cook County Jail. was
transferred to the processing
center at Stateville Correctional
Center in Joliet and released 13
days later.
Antoine Garrett. previously
convicted of armed robbery and
illegal firearms possession by a
felon. gat a one-year sentence
after Chicago poli‘:e saw him

drop j hag ot cocaine on the
street as they approached. but
spent just 21 days locked up.
"That•s outrageous." said
DuPage County State's Attorney
Joseph Birkett. whose office haconvicted 22 people who has':
been released early since
September.
"Good-conduct
credits are intended to be awarded to those people who demonstrate through their behavior that
they ment those credits."
On Sunday. Quinn ordered an
exam by his chief of staff and
Department of Corrections
Director Michael Randle.
"The public's safety always
comes first," Quinn said in a
statement. "A top-to-bottom
review of this program will
make sure that We never waver
from this all-important goal."
Quinn spokesman Bob Reed
declined to discuss what Randle
and chief of staff Jerome
Stermer will review, other than
"issues raised in The Associated
Press story."
The practice is called "MGT
Push," for ''meritorious good
time," according to a memo
obtained by the AP.
It's separate from a plan Quinn
announced in September to
release 1,0(X) prisoners up to a
year early to save money amid a
budget crisis.
"MGT Push" has included more
than 100 people convicted of
potentially violent crimes, including aggravated and domestic battery, battering and assaulting
police officers, aggravated robbery and reckless firearms disKYSER LOUGHtedger & Times charge, the AP's analysis
shows.
'UNUSUAL FIND: Patrol cars with the Murray
Police That's not counting the pnsoners
'Department sit outside the Best Western Monda
y moming serving time for nonviolent
after an employee reported finding what she believe
d to be a offenses who committed more
hand grenade while cleaning a room at approximatel
y 9:48 serious crimes in the past. includa m. According to police reports, officers determined
the hand ing murder.
grenade was inoperable. The Murray Fire Depart
Quinn signed tougher gunment also
assisted
crime legislation on Dec. 3. The
day before. Corrections released
20 inmates early, including a
man convicted of domestic battery' who was confined for 19
days and a man who had spent a
total of 20 days locked up for
carrying a concealed vreapon.
records show.
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STAR POWER: Janet Miller of Murray, lett,
president of the West Kentucky Chapter of
the
Nashville Songwriters Association Interna
tional. recently met with renowned Amencan
music
idol Brenda Lee at the Country Music Hall
of Fame in Nashville. Miller was in Nashville
working with industry representatives on songs
she has wntten.

II Banks ...
From Front
crisis that took the U.S. banking
system to the brink of collapse
had been "of their own making." He also exhorted the executives — both in pnvate and in
public — to drop their opposition an overhaul of'the nation's
financial industry.
"If they wish to fight common
sense consumer protections,
that's a fight I'm more than willing to have," Obama told
reporters in the Diplomatic
Reception Room of the executive mansion.

He also urged lenders to find
creative ways to free up lending.
Mama said banks have benefited fmm bailouts and should use
that strength to lend more
money to consumer and businesses.
"But given the difficulty business people are having as lending has declined and given the
exceptional assistance banks
received to get them through a
difficult time." he said, "we
expect them to explore every
responsible way to help get our
economy moving agiista.Delay. he said, was not an
option he was willing to consider.

"And so I urged these institutions here today to go back and
take a third and fourth look
atmut how they are operating
when it comes to small business
and medium-sized business
lending," he said.
Bank of America CEO
Kenneth Lewis pledged to
Obama that his bank would lend
S5 billion more to small- and
mid-sized businesses in 2010
than it did in 2009, the bank
said. It said the move is part of
the bank's broader effort to support an economic recovery.
JPMorgan said last month that
it would boost such lending by
S4 billion.

Thursday, December 17th •10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Join usfor cookies and punch, also bring a dozen
of your
favorite cookiesfor our judges to taste and decla
re
a winner, callfor rules.
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Time is drawing short for the Angel
Tree
projects which provide Christmas
gifts for
children of those families, Time is
drawing
short and about 300 Calloway kids
still are
not sponsored. This is sponsored by
both the
Calloway County Elementary and
Middle
School Family Resource Center
Advisory
Councils this year.
Pzrsons wishing to help may contact
Julie
Stone
by
e-mail
at
J
u
I
ie
stone
Cct m urra y.k yschoolsais; JaneAnn
Jo's
Tu rner
Datebook
at
By Jo Burkeen janeann.turner@murray.kyschools.us;
Michelle Hansen at michelle.han
sen@calCommunity
loway.kyschools.us; or Danielle Schwettman
Editor
at shelly.schwettman@calloway.kyschoo6.
us
or telephone the schools.

WKAS plans public 'fleeting

:ed these Institut to go back and
nd fourth look
y are operating
o small business
sized business
d.
kmerica CEO
is pledged tO
bank would lend
e to small- and
nesses in 2010
2009, the bank
move is part of
ler effort to supic recovery.
last month that
such lending by

e-mail: ja.burkeenewarr

ayleaisecesilk

Funds needed for Angel Tree
Project for about 300 children

West Kentucky Allied Services will hold a public
meeting to discuss the needs assessment survey that was filled
out by each and
every L1HEP participant on Thursday at 2 p.m.
in the second floor
conference room of the Weaks Community Center.
For information
call Shirley Jones at 753-0908.

Photo L'
•
ENSEMBLE ENTERTAINS: The Murray Woman
's C,lub Music Department Ensemble recently entertained at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for the Alzheimer's Support Group's
family Christmas party, with familiar Chnstmas
songs, concluding with a sing-a-long. Pictured
from lett are Oneida White, musician. Sondra
Rice, Joanne Cavitt, Norma Paschall, Kathy
Mowery, Gale Vinson, Kay Ray, Martha Crafton
and Pat Miller.

American Legion Post #73 to meet

American Legion Post *73 will meet Thursday
at 7 pan. at the
Legion Veterans' Hall. 310 Bee Creek Dr., Murray
. For more information call Post Commander Amos McCarty at 293-13
20 or 7615709.

Blood drive on Thursday

Calloway County Chapter of the American Red
Cross will have
a blood drive on Thursday from 12:30 to
5:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main St.. Murray.

WKEC Board will meet

The WKEC Board of Directors will meet
Wednesday at the
WKEC Center in Eddyville. The meeting will begin
at 9:30 a.m. and
conclude by 11 a.m.

UDC Chapter will meet

J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daught
ers of the
Confederacy will meet Wednesday at I I a.m. at
Ryan's Stealc
House. Women interested in their Confederate ancestr
y are invited.
For more information call President Frances Spillm
an at 435-4130.

Rotary Club will meet

• Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at
noon at Pagliai's
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Mlison
at 753-5171.

Narcotics group will meet

. Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday
from 7 to 8 p.m.
At St. John's Episcopal Church. For infortnation call 753-84
19 or 1'877-447-2004.

TOPS Chapter will meet

TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at
753-6646.

Need Line food drive planned

Virtual Kade.660 N. 12th St., Murray, is hosting a food drive
for
.Murray-Calloway County Need Line until Dec. 20. The firm
is also
selling Avon and will donate all the proceeds to Need Line
until
Christmas. For more information call 76I-KADE.

Hazel judging for contest tonight

The Hazel Woman's Club is holding its annual Christ
mas
Decoration Contest. Residents within the Hazel city limits
are invited to display outdoor Christmas decor to be judged on
Tuesday
beginning at 6 p.m. To be judged, residents simply need to
have outdoor decorations and lights turned on by 6 p.m. when the
judging
begins.
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Serving as hostesses for November meeting of
the Jackie Helm shows one of
the basHome Department of the Murray Woman's Club were,
kets for the auction by the Home
from left, Shir;ey Robertson, Rose Whitt and Sandr
a Department
of the
Murray
Opperman.
Woman's Club.

Home Department holds
auction at recent meeting Need Line

The Home Department of the eer for the special event.
Murray Woman's Club held a
Serving
hostesses for the
basket auction at the November social hour were
Shirley
meeting of the department at the Robertson. Rose Whitt
and
club house on Vine Street.
Sandra Opperman.
Jackie Helm, chair person of
The department will have a
the depatment, was the auction- luncheon meeting
at Gloria's

The first informational meeting of the Calloway County School
s
Volunteer Council will be today (Tuesday) at 5 p.m. in
the back
meeting room of Pagliai's restaurant. Dinner will be provided
to all
that attend. Agenda will include reviewing the Title I District Parent
Involvement Policy. Any parent. grandparent or conununity
member interested in working with the council to raise student achieve
ment in the schools is urged to attend.

VFW Post plans event Tuesday

Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will have its annual
Chnstmas dinner tonight(Tuesday)at 7 p.m. at The Big Apple Cafe
dining room. All members are encouraged to attend and for those
who have not paid to pay their dues. For more information contact
James Daniels, commander. All members are urged to attend.

World Village Food, 214 N. 15th
St., Murray. on Thursday at
I 1:30 a.m.
Bobbie Waters will give the
devotion and Sylvia Sanert will
be hostess.

MSU Roundabout U looks
at the Madrigal Dinner

Roundabout U, airs Dec. 1 I17 with highlights of travel to
Dunn Holiday Open House Tuesday
Nashville, Tenn., to check out
A Holiday Open House will be hosted by. Drs. Randy and
Ronda the Murray State University
Dunn at Oakhurst. Murray State University's presidential residen
ce, recruitment reception, an event
ioday (Tuesday) from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. All community
members that shares inforrnation that
are invited.
future students need to know. It
will also take a closer look
WOW Lodge will meet
inside the CMA Awards with
Woodmen Kirksey Lodge 170 will have a Christmas dinner
for interviews
from Murray State
members and families tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. The
meal and
dessert are being catered by Holmes Restaurant. Each one is asked alumnae who worked with the
to bring a S5 gift for a game of Chinese Auction. For more informa
- CMA production.
tion call 435-4160.
The show also goes face-toface with Ashok Babu Kolla,
Good Shepherd plans event
who
talks
about
the
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will have a fellows
hip
meal and candle light service tottight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m.
at the
church.

Volunteer Council will meet

The Purchase District Health
Department is announcing the
expanded availability of HINI
vaccinations. These started
Monday.
The health department is
offering HINI vaccinations to
all of the general public.
"We appreciate our community's patience in allowing us to
reach out to certain target populations in the beginning of this
campaign, but it appears now
that supplies are now adequate
to offer vaccines to those that
we previously asked to wait",
said Charlie Ross, PDHD Public
Health Director.
"We do continue to stress that
persons previously identified ai
part of the target group, such as
pregnant women, health care
workers, children and young
adults, to please take the °Ivor,
tunity to get your HINI flu vae7
cination. since we certainly
have not reached all of you at
this stage". Mr. Ross further
commented.
Although supplies have
improved, the health department
requests that you call your local
health center for an appointment, to best utilize available
resources. Clinic schedules will
vary for the respective counties,
based on local needs and volume of appointment requests.

International
Student Tuesday, 5 a.m. and 4 p.m.; and
Organization and the Backpack Wednesday,5 p.m.
Program.
WSIL-TV/ABC3: Sunday,
Roundabout U attends the 10 a.m.
Madrigal Dinner, a feast in food
New Wave: In Murray on
in music for the holidays pre- Channel 19 - Saturda
y. Monday
sented by the Murray State and Wednesday. 8
a.m., 12 p.m.
Chamber Singers.
and 6 p.m.
Roundabout U airs weekly.
Murray Electric Systems:
with updates about Murray State Channel 15 Wednesday.6 p.m.
University and the region. The
MSU TV-1 I: Tuesdays and
show schedule follows:
Fridays,6 p.m.
KET
3-"The
Kentucky
Channel": Friday and Monday.
7:30 a.m.; Saturday. 6 a.m.:

Salvation Army unit needs
volunteers to ring bells

The
Calloway
County
Salvation Army Service Unit is
seeking volunteers to ring bells
for Saturday. Dec. 19. from 4 to
9 p.m. and then again for the
week of Christmas, Dec. 21 to
23 from 4 to 9 p.m. and
Christmas Eve from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. All ringing will be at Wal-

Mart.
The proceeds will go toward
the local service unit's budget of
meeting community needs.
Persons may contac.t Kerry
Lambert at 753-7265 and leave
a message if you are interested
in volunteering.

lists items
needed

Need Line has issued a new
list of itenis needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients. They
are spinach. macaroni and
cheese. saltine crackers, salmon,
sweet potatoes/yams, canned
pasta and Sauerkraut for pathtry:
eggs and milk for freezer/cooler; dish liquid. bar soap. toilet
paper, baby diapers size 4 and 5.
tooth brushes for children and
adult and shampoo for personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies:
Poptarts and single serve size
cereal boxes, pudding cups and
juice boxes for the Back-Pack
Program for children: large
brown paper bags. These items
may be taken to the Need Line
building at 638 South Fourth
St., Murray.
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everyoneon your

Southwest School plans program

Southwest Elementary School has scheduled one more
Christmas music prograin to be held in the Southwest gyrrmasium
by the students of die school. This will be the Fourth and Fifth
Grade Prograna tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. The public is invited.
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MES Council will meet

Oft th,,

Murray Elementary School Based Decision Malting Council will
meet today(Tuesday)at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room. All interested persons are invited.
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Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the arms of the
Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Pat at
489-2909.
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Hwy 641 South
Bel-Air Center
Murray
753-0440
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TIGER ARCHERS: Murray Middle and High School were
represented at the Annual Wildcat
Winter Warm-up Archery Shoot at Trigg County
Middle School Saturday. December 11th
Murray hed total of 21 archers compete at the shoot.
Pictured, MurFay Archers Kenzley and
Jantzen Sparks competing with Trigg County
Archers in the 10 a.m. flight. Schools from the
region brought nearly 250 archers to compete in
the annual event.
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JOB SHADOW: Halee Bergmen ieft, eth
grade student al Celloway County Middle Schont
slts with Meagan Rogers at the Murray Ledger
& Times office Friday Bergman ard other FBLA
students participated In a day job shadowing
where they learned about various professions
around town As an aspiring writer, Bergmen
spent her day learning the different aspects of
Journalism and how a newsroom operatea

CCMS team wins sixth-grade showcase

ARTISTS: Seth Harrell and Olivia Burdine P4 studen
ts rit Murray Elementary were chosen by
their classmates as winners of a drawing contest
The class. participated in HctivItles the! the
characters of The Hundred Dresses book did in their ore
room school Ir. the book. the girls
had a dress drawmg contest and the boys haci a boat drawin
g contest Classmates voted these
drawings as the best In Kandi Dawson's flex reading
class
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CCMS team members include, !runt. from left, Matthe Cannin
w
g, Allison Manning, Austin
Bailey and Marlin Mikulcik Back, from left, Coach
Brad Darnall, James Harrison, Joe
Brashaar, Helm) Bergman, BobbI Brashear, Coach
Scott Pile and Coach Zach Rudolph. Not
Pictured are Brianra Willett and Meddle Balmer
Spocial to the Lodgar
I Akers placed III several compe
Grade Academic Showcase feaCalloway County Middle titionn. In Social Studies,
Joe ture% written amsessment events
School came out on top in the Brasher!, wen 4th place. Austin
In Mathematicr, Science, Social
regional Sixth Glade Showcase. Bailey placed 1st in Science In
Sludles, Language Art% und
Thin yearn nhowcase wan held III Fine Arts, Martin Mikulcik wits
Arts/Ilumanitien, and a double
Murruy Middlc tivtioul on 2nd, Roble Branherir was 4th.
elimination Quick Recall touniti
Dec,:criihrt 5. Sixth grade rtu• and James IlitrtAnon WIIN fah
mem
•
dents from Krum% thr state corn
lirtanna %Het placed 3W and
According
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KAM
!stied in regional Sixth Grade Jame% Harmon placed 6111 m
Executive Director John Bennett,
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Language Ail. In Math, Mice the Showcane was
denigned
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WsIN 141 411111 Robb! lill a need In KennICky .441001%
,
School,
Murray
Middle. Itrastiral and Matthew Calming
"As KAAC began to look fot
Mayfield Middle School, North tied toi fah.
ways to teach more ratitlent‘, sr1k
Marshall Middle and sixth
In Quick Recall, the Laker. reall/ed that a nignific
ant number
grader% ('entral Elementary. mbar litunhed in Int place In lire of
ntudents weir giedueting froth
Fantrington and Lower. Graves round play, CCMS defeated
tilih grade, then finding it hard it)
County competed in the local North Marnheill However, rit the compet
e on their %chord's mid*
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second round, Murray Middle grades (iovernor'n Cup
teary
In the overall resultn, won sending the Lakers to thr
Calloway County Muldle School consolation bracket. Calloway
dents another competitive oppoi
lininhed first with 4M team points defeated Central Graven to meet
tunny. and help% them rentuiti
Murray Middle fininlied %recant Murray Middle again in thc
interested and active III academic
with 44.i team points, followed championnhip. The Laker%
competition until they can mote
hy North Marshall, Mayfield, defeated Muney Middle twice to
realistically contribute to Mel!
Lower, I:annuli/ton, and Graves take thr quick recall champsacademic team program% on the
('entral
onnhip
middle pales Goverma ('ulp
In the written assessments, the
Die Kentucky Coloneln' Sixth leriel," he %mil
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Photo providod
TIGER TALES: Larry Elkins and principal Janet
Caldwell COrIgratulate the winners of this
year's Tiger Tales cover entry. Pictured. front row, are
Elizabeth Curtis, inside cover winner,
Cole Foster, back cover winner and John Smetana,
front cover winner.
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Give the Gift of Relaxation this Chrietrra5
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Our 55 minute massages are only 549.50
now through Christmas.
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Bella Taylor

YES! We will be OPEN!
Sunday, Dec. 20th — 12:30-4:30 pm
Christmas Eve — 9 am - 5 pm

deserve to be pampered
this holiday season?

you
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Handbags and Bible Crimes

Treat yourself to one or get a Gift Certificate tin
that special person on your Christmas list
Don't
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Senate Dems struggle to get health care on track
By CALVIN WOODWARD
Associated Press VVnter
WASHINGTON lAPI —
Senate Democratic leaders
struggled Monday to get
President Barack Obama's
health care overhaul on track for
passage by Christmas. faced
with moderates' opposition to
expanding Medicare and internal party disputes over abonion
and importing cheaper prescription drugs.
In a make-or-break week. the

leadeiship
early
evening
meeting
of
all
Democrats Monday. just hours
after the latest obstacle emerged
— Independent Sen
Joe
threat to join
Republicans in blocking the bill
over a plan to allow uninsured
indisiduals as young as 55 to
purchase Medicare coverage.
The senator said Sunday he
opposes it, speaking in a television interview and later in a pnvate meeting with Majority

Leader Harry Reid. D-Nev.
Separately. Sen. Bob Casey.
D-Pa., leading IOC Of dt101110n
rights, was scheduled to meet
with ()barna at the Vv•hite House
to discuss the Impasse over stif ening the hill's abortion restrictions.
Lieberman strongly rebutted
charges that he flip-flopped to
oppose the expansion of
Medicare as part of health care
"Contrary to the claims of

anonymous aides. Senator
Lieberman
told
t Majority
Leader Harry Reid on Friday
that he had problems with the
Medicare
provision." said
Marshall Wittman. a spokesman
for
the
Connecticut
Independent.
"This position was also told to
negotiators earlier in the week.
Consequently,
Senator
Liebennan's position came as
no surprise to the Democratic:
leadership. Any contrary charge

by aides who cowardly seek to lion to
the legislation. and have
hide under the cloak of been
counting on Lieberman to
anonymity is false and self-serv- side
with them.
ing." he added
Other issues stand in the way
Wittman made his comments of the
btll's passage as
one day after Senate Democratic:
Demcx:rats maneuver against
aides, speaking anonymously. unstintin
g opposition from
said Lieberman had Initially Republica
ns.
indicated support for a proposal
Sen. Ben Nelson, D-Neb.. has
allowing uninsured Individuals said he
wants stricter limits on
as young as 55 to purchase abortion.
Casey has been workMedicare coverage
ing privately with Nelson in
Demcx:rats need 60 votes to hopes of reaching
d compromise
overcome Republican opposi- on the issue

Tiger Inc.'s
image crash to
make sponsors
cautious
By 17MLY FREDRIX
AP Marketing Writer
Can companies can afford
the risk of signing multimillion-dollar contracts with
celebnty endorsers? The selfdestruction of Tiger Inc. has
some saying the billion-dollar
athlete may be a thing of the
past.
Celebnty endorsers can help
boost both the sale of products
and their maker's image. But
Woods' hasty and stunning
downfall shows how quickly
things can sour when a superstar athlete's life choices are
exposed in a negative light by
today's realaime tabloid news
culture.
Companies "want a safe
choice and it seems like there's
almost no safe choice out
there." said Laura Ries, presidrnt of marketing consulting
firm Ries & Ries.
Woods and his advisers
spent y•ears cultivating a goodguy image to go along with his
winning ways. which is hovc• he
became sports' first — and perhaps last -- $1 billion earner.
It's also what has made his fall
even more jarring.
Most of Woods• SI(X) million in annual earnings came
not from tournament winnings
but from companies like
Accenture that vcanted to be
associated with his persona
These image ads are the types
that are least likely to endure.
Ultimately that could mean few
other sports figures will follow
in Tiger Woods' lucrative footsteps.
"There has to be trust and
he's just taken a grenade to any
kind of traditional agreement
that you'd normally have." said
John Sweeney, director of
sports communication at the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill's School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communication.
Accenture severed ties with
Woods on Sunday. two days
after he announced an indefinite leave from golf to work on
his marriage after admitting
infidelities. It said he was "no
longer the right representative"
of the company's values.
That's not surpnsing since
the global consulting firm had
pinned its entire identity on the
golfer and bragged that he
embodied Accenture's values
of perfection and integnty.
Others evaluating their relationship with Woods include
AT&T Inc. and Swiss watchmaker Tag Heuer. Procter &
Gamble Co.'s Gillette brand
said this weekend it was distancing itself from him by not
amnia ads featuring Woods.
Nike Inc., PepsiCo Inc.'s
Gatorade and EA Sports say
they are standing by hirn.
Some companies are likely
to use the implosion of Tiger
Inc. as a .varning that they must
closely scrutinize all off-thefield behavior of any sports star
they're considering hiring and
just how muc:h benefit they're
getting.
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NOTICE
• The Murray Board ut
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
City Hall. There will be a
public hearing to review the
conditional use permit application for outdoor storage of
merchandise at Shoppes of
Murray at 610 North 12th St
Another public hearing will
be to review the dimensional
variance application for a 50space parking variance at
the same location.
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Another close call
TIGERS LOSE LARGE HALFTIME LEAD,
ESCAPE MAYFIELD IN CLOSING SECONDS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports VVnter
The
Murray-Mayfield
niatchup ev.eryone wanted to see
this year was on the gridiron. but
the basketball nvalry didn't disappoint either as the Tigers pulled
out their second straight victory
in harrowing fashion Monday.
night.
Just as they had in two previous games against Fulton County
and Heath, Murray built an early
lead that grew as high as IX at 26late in thc second quarter.
But once again. the Tigers
allowed Mayfield to inch closer
in the third quarter and launch a
full comeback in the fourth that
came full circle when the
Cardinals tied the game at 45.
It wasn't until guard Xavier
Shelton and head coach Chris
Guhy were both saddled with
technical% at the 1:23 mark that
the Tigers were abie to puil ahead
for good.
Mayfield still threatened down
the stretch. cutting the lead to
three with a layup with 20 seconds remaining, but Jordan
Benton hit a free throw to put the
game on ice.
"Really we're trying to build,
up our crowd interest," Murray
coach Ron Greene joked."We try
to keep people here until the last
second so thcy can't go home."
Much to the Tigers' chagrin.
they've done a good job of making their brand of basketball fanfriendly thus far this season.
Murray led by 15 at halftime
against both Mayfield and Fulton
County and held an 11-point margin at the break against Heath.
Fulton County came back to
hand the Tigers their only loss of
the season and Heath cut the lead
to two late in the founh quarter.
The second-half letdowns
likely have something to do with
the 'Tigers' short bench. which
Greene admitted after the loss to
Fulton County.
But the Tigers say they aren't
as winded at the end of games as
they used to be.
"I think we just have to take
care of the ball and hit our free
throws," said Benton, whose
squad committed 17 turnovers
arid shot a dismal 36 percent from
the charity stripe. "We'll have a
lead and relax a little when we
should just stick to our offense."
Murray went two-deep off the
TOMMY DILLARD Ledger Times
bench Monday and Michael Kendall Deese releases this shot
as Mayfield defender Luke Guhy (lett) can only watch
Mangold saw his first time of the
during the first half of Murray's 52-48 win Monday at Tiger Gym. Deese scored
five
points ott the bench as the Tigers improved to 3-1 on the season.
Sae TIGERS,28

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
It's a big week for Allen
Ward. Murray State athletic
director, and it's more than just
making sure his Christmas list
is up to speed.
Also on his to-do list is conduct interviews for the next
Racer football
coach and Ward
Saturday
the school has
narrowed down
its search to
three candidates.
Interviewing
this week will
he
Chris
Hatcher, former
head coach at
Georgia
Southern, Steve
Shankweiler of
East Carolina
and
Randall
McCray
of
Wisconsin.
Of the three.
only one has a
background as a
head coach. that
being Hatcher.
Shankweiler
Shankweller
is the offensive
coordinator at East Carolina
anti McCray is the recruiting
coordinator for the Badgers.
, However. all three have ties
to the Commonwealth as each
has spent time at a school in
Kentucky.
, While Ward wouldn't rank
the importance of having ties to
the state. he did find it to be
advantageous.
"It certainly wasn't a
requirement, but it was a plus."
,Ward said Tuesday."They each
seemed to have knowledge of
the arca and had the ability to
name high school coaches in
.the region. When we got down
,to who was rising to the top. all
three of them suxid at as potential candidates."
• McCray, a one-time Murray
-State offensive line coach under
-Denver Johnson. followed the
•coach to Illinois State.
• McCray then became a
recruiting
coordinator
at
Wisconsin. where this past season the Badgers finished 9-3
end will play Miami on Dec. 29
in the Citrus Bowl.
• Shankweiler's East Carolina
Panthers are also going bowling, playing Arkansas on Jan. 2
in
the
Liberty
Bowl.
Shankweiler was also the offensive coordinator at Western
Kentucky in 1994.
Hatcher was recently fired
from Georgia Southern on Nov.
21 aftcr a combined Ili-15
record in three seasons. Hatcher
might he bpi remembered for
the three years he spent at
• Kentucky under Hal Mumme.
where he was quarterbacks
coach for Tim Couch. a No. I
draft pick of the Cleveland
Browns.
In between that period.
Hatcher followed Mumme to
Valdosta State, where the
Blazers won the national title in
2004.
"They've all very good candidates." Ward said."They each
bring something different to thc
table and looking at each one's
strengths I think will provide us
with a good (immunity as to
who will be the best fit for
MUITay.The position advertisement
closed on Friday and it followed the firing of Matt Griffin
on Nov. 16.
MICHAEL DWYER AP
McCray interviewed for the The sun reflects off Tiger Woods' club as
he hits from the
position on Monday. Ward said fairway on the
ninth hole during the first round of the
interviews with the final two Deutsche
Bank Championship golf tournament in Norton,
will wrap up by Thursday.
Mass., In this Sept. 4. 2009 file photo

As sports scandals go, Tiger is tops
QUESTION POSED IF WOODS CAN
RECOVER FROM MEDIA FIRESTORM
By TVA DAHLBERG
AP Sports Columnist
The biggest news as the Titter
Wtxxis scandal played out for
the third week on gossip sites
and chat boards everywhere
wasn't really news.
It might not have even been
his wife, Elin. not that it matters
much anymore.
A 2-day-old photo of a
blonde woman in sunglasses
pumping gas into iui SUV outside Orlando wcnt viral —
which is about all that seems to
matter anymore — because.
gasp. the woman was not wearing a wedding nng.
Perhaps you've heard that
Wootis and his wife. Elin, are
having marital problems.
There's really not a lot more
to the whole thing except for the
scale of what happened and the
size of the stage it has been playing out on. The greatest golfer
ever is exposed as perhaps one
of the greatest philanderers ever
and. of course. wc want to know
all the sordid details.
Transgressions. Infidelity.
Sins. Woods has used all three
words himself in postings on his
Web site owning up to some of
his actions.

It only. he had dieated on the
golf course instead of off it.
Marked down a 4 when it should
have been a 5. or maybe kicked
a ball from behind a tree when
no one was looking.
He might have recovered
from that. A Ice of baseball players who cheated with steroids
certainly have.
But he'll never really recover
from this.
"In a lot oi* weys Tiger Woods
has broken the hearts of a lot of
people who looked at him as a
role model who was above all
those things," said Richard
Lapchick, director of the
Institute for Diversity and Ethics
in Sports at the University of
Central Florida. "It was just so
far out of bounds with what anyone considers minim! behavior."
Indeed. this scandal is more
about celebrity than sport. This
wasn't Pete Rose betting on
baseball, Bill Belichick spying
on his opponents or Marion
Jones bulking up to win
Olympic gold.
But it is Tiger Woods. And
that's all that matters.
"I don't know if there was
anybody ever like Ttger
le See WOODS,28

Cardinals'
Freese
faces DWI
charge
ST. LOtIllS
THIRD BASEMAN
ARRESTED OVER
WEEKEND
By JIM SALTER
Assocated Press Wnter
ST. LOUIS(API - - St. Louis
Cardinals third baseman David
Freese was arrested over the
weekend on suspicion of driving
while intoxicated. the fourth
time in less than three years that
a member of the team has faced
drunken-driving allegations.
Police in Maryland Heights,
Mo..
said
Monday
that
Freese
was
stopped at 2:40
a.m. Saturday in
suburban
St.
Louis for a traffic offense. then
Freese
given a sobriety
test.

Details of the test were not
released, but Freese wa.s arrested
for driving while intoxicated
and failure to drive within a single lime.
Freese was booked and then
released. police said. He will
appear in Maryland Heights
municipal court. but no date has
been set.
Freese's
agent.
Philip
Tannenbaum. said the player is
remorseful.
"The entire matter is regrettable," Tannenbaum
said.
"David looks forward to contributing to the success of the St.
Louis Cardinals. We look forward to putting this behind us."
In a statement. the Cardinals
said the team was "extremely.
disappointed with David and he
will have to take full responsibility for his actions.**
"We take these matters very
seriously and we continually
reinforce with our players that
they are to be accountable both
on and off the field," the tearn
said. "We apologize for the
embarrassment that David's
actions have created."
'There was no phone listing
for Freese. Phone messages left
with
his attorney, Scott
Rosenblum. were not returned.
Freese, 26. is a native of suburban St. Louis and played high
school baseball at Lafayette
High School in St. Louis
County. He was drafted in the
ninth round by San Diego in
2006. The Cardinals acquired
Freese in a December 2007 trade
that sent Jim Edmonds to San
Diego.
Freese has been one of the
team's most pnsluctive minor
leaguers and was a candidate to
start at third base in 2009 after
Troy Glaus had offseason shoulder surgery that would force him
to sit out most of the season.
But in January, Freese's car
skidded on ice and wrecked. He
injured both feet and eventually
had surgery on his left foot, forcing him to miss most of the first
half of the season.
He returned to hit .3(10 with
10 home runs and 37 runs batted
in in 56 games at Triple-A
Memphis. In 17 games with St.
Louis. he hit .323 with one
homer and seven RBIs.
Freese enters 2010 as perhaps
the front-runner for the starting
job at third base. Glaus was not
re-signed, and Mark DeRosa.
who played mostly third tase
after being acquired in a June
trade with Cleveland. is a free
agent.
liven if the Cardinals re-sign
DeRosa, he could be moved to
left field it Matt Holliday opts to
sign elsewhere.
The arrest ot Freese was the
fourth alcohol-related incident
involving a member of the
Cardinals since early 2007,
when manager Tony La Russa
WAS alTeSted
an intersection in
Jupiter. Fla.. for dnving under
thc influence.
Two months later. relict
pitcher Josh Hancock died when
the sport utility. vehicle he was
driving struck a tow truck that
was parked on Interstate 64 in
St. Louis.
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PHILLIES HAVE TENTATIVE DEAL FOR ACE ROY HALLADAY

,

By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) BaSeball's hot stove started sizzling Monday, with Roy
Halladay. John Lackey. Hideki
Matsui and Mike Cameron all
set to switch teams.
"The PhiHies have a tentative
agreement to acquire Halladay
in a trade with Toronto, and the
former Cy Young Award winncr
was in Philadelphia on Monday
for a physical required to complete the deal. Philadelphia also
was discussing a trade that
wonlil send Cliff Lee, another
forper Cy Young winner, to
Serittle.
The retooling Red Sox made
twe key moves in one day,
reay:hing tentative agreements
on: a five-year contract with
pitcher John Lackey worth $80
million to $87.5 million and a
two-year deal with outfielder
Mike Cameron for about $15
million.
World Series MVP Hideki
Matsui decided to head west,
reaching a preliminary agreement with the Los Angeles
Angels on a one-year contract
wont about $6.5 million.
Halladay has been coveted
by)cip clubs for months, and the
conunissioner's office granted a
72;hour window on Sunday for
Tofonto and Philadelphia to
coniplete their trade, a baseball
ELISE AMENDOLA / AP
official familiar with the negoti- Roy Halladay was in Philadelphia on Monday to
take a physical for the Phillies, accordatiOns told The Associated Press ing to a person with knowled
ge of the situation, a necessary step before the teams comon:Monday. The official spoke plete a potential blockbu
ster trade Involving the former Cy Young Award winner. 'The
on* condition of anonymity person
spoke Monday on condition of anonymity to The Associa
ted Press because the
because Major League Baseball
teams had not made any announcement.
didn't make any announcement.
Halladay took a physical CIA saki.
cate Boston has abandoned an
Cameron, who turns 37 next
Nfonday for the NL chatnpion
Halladay is a six-time All- attempt to re-sign slugging out- month,
batted .250 with 24
Phillies. another person with Star and the 2003 AL Cy Young fielckr Jason Bay.
homers and 70 RBIs last season
knowledge of the situation said, Award winner. The 32-year-old
The 31-year-old Lackey for Milwaukee. A three-time
alio on condition of anonymity right-hander went 17-10 with a would give the Red Sox one
of Gold Glove winner in center
bcicause no announcement had 2.79 ERA for the Blue Jays last the best rotations in baseball.
field, he could switch to left in
been made.
season. He led the majors with rivaling that of the New York
Boston as a replacement for
Philadelphia could give up four shutouts and nine complete Yankees. who added CC
Bay. The Red Sox have speedy
pitchers J.A. Happ. Joe Blanton games while throwing 239 Sabathia and A.J. Burnett before
Jacoby Ellsbury in center.
and-outfielder Dominic Brown innings, second to Detroit's last season and then won
the
Matsui surpassed 100 RBIs
as part of a deal, the persomsaid. Ilklie.VeriAncler (240N
World Series. Sabathia signed four times in seven seasons with
Those three players also took
Boston's agreements with for $161 million over seven the
Yankees after arriving from
physicals in Philadelphia on Lackey and Cameron were both years, while Burnett got
an Japan. where he was a threeMonday.
subject to physicals and were $82.5 million, five-year deal.
time Central League MVP for
Holladay's agent, Greg disclosed separately by a baseLackey would join a rotation the Yomiuri Giants. He just
Landry. was registered at a ball official and a person with headlined by Josh Beckett and
completed a $52 million, fourPhiladelphia hotel, a sign the knowledge of the negotiations. Jon Lester. Boston also has year
contract with New York.
They
sides were working on a conspoke on condition of starters Daisuke Matsuzaka,
Matsui hit .274 with 28
tract:extension, which likely anonymity because the agree- Clay Buchholz and Tim
homers and 90 RBIs last season,
would be necessary before ments were not final.
Wakefield on the roster.
then was selected World Series
Halladay waives his right to
Lackey, the top pitcher on the
Lackey has a 102-71 regular- MVP despite starting only three
block_ a trade.
free-agent market after spending season record with a 3.81 ERA
of the six games against
Lee, who like Halladay is eli- eight seasons with the Angels, in eight seasons, all with the Philadelp
hia. He went 8 for 13
gible-for free agency after next was in Boston for a physical on Angels. At Fenway Park, die
(.615) with three homers and
season, could wind up going to Monday.
right-hander is 2-5 with a 5.75 eight RBIs, tying a Series record
the Mariners, the baseball offiThe moves seemed to indi- ERA in nine starts.
by driving in six runs in Caine 6.
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KENTUCKY PREPS SCOREBOARD
Monclay's Scores
By The Associated
BOYS BASKETBALL
Beechwood 55 Calvary Christian 53
OT
Bell Co
Barpo,,,,se 60
Campbell Co 54 Newport Central
Catholic 53
Hart Co 54, Bardstown 52
Henry Co 50 Carroll Co 45
Hickman Co 53. Convriunity Christian
IPaducahl 41
Holmes 59, Newport 41
Hoplunsvolie 69 Fort Campbell 37
Knott Co Central 95. June Buchanan 41
Magothn Co 95. Riverside Chnshan 43
Murray 52 Mayfield 48
Raceland 46 Rowan Co 43
Union Co 90 Dawson Spnrigs 64
GIRLS BASKETBALL
Apollo 63 Owensboro 39
Ashland Blazer 45 Fleming Co 40
Barbourville 80. Oneida 13aptist 23
Beechwood 53 Calvary Chnsban 34
Belfry 56. Tug Valley W Va 38
Bell Co 73, Harlan Co 48
Bourbon Co 54 Woodford Co 51
Bowling Green 84. Grayson Co 48
Bracken Co 64. Lewis Co 40
BreaMdt Co 47 Clay Co 44
Conner 46, Notre Dame 42
Daviess Co 72. S Spencer, Ind 47
East Carter 52, liAorgan Co 30
Gallatin Co 54. Owen Co 50
Garrard Co 67. Boyle Co 35
Greenwood 65, Butler Co 37

Hancock Co b2 Breckinridge Co 55
Harrison CU 0..3
L.0
Hookinsvilie 63 University Hephts 39
Jenkins 88 Wolk) Co 82
Knott Co (antral 63 Lee Co 39
L etcher County Central 67 Betsy Layne
50
Lex Christian 51 Pyle 46
Lex Henry Clay 52. George Rogers
Clark 49
Logan Co 70 Fon Campbell 22
Lou Assumption 57 Lou Moore 29
Ludlow 67 Silver Grove 29
Magothn Co 66 Lawrence Co 58
Mason Co 54, Cov HOly Cross 52
McLean Co 46 Whitesville Tnnity 32
Mercer Co 76. Danville 55
Monticeilo 75 Pulaski Co 59
Muhlenberg County 85 Ohio Co 75
Newport Central Catholic 57 Bishop
Brossarl 31
North Laurel 82. Knox Central 48
Pans 52 Pendleton Co 50
Perry Co Central 78 Leslie Co 63
Pikeville 63. South Floyd 51
Powell Co 82. Owsley Co 73 20T
Russellville 66. Warren Central 60
S Point, Ohio 66, Boyd Co 40
Soott 60. Cooper 35
Simon Kenton 50, Widiamstown 46
South Laurel 61. Corbin 42
Southwestern 97, Gorda 18
Villa Madonna 51. BeNevue 31
Webster Co 70. Henderson Co 58
West Carter 70. Batt Co 64

Lapchick has, too.
nearly this kind of frenzy.
Woods' sponsors are apparently coming
Bryant has rebounded to a large degree.
to the same conclusion. No matter that few helped by the passing
of time and his domipeople know what Accenture does, the con- nance on the basketball court.
He has his
sulting company knows it doesn't want to be endorsements back, and no
one asks him any
associated with Woods anymore.
more what happened that night in a
And although AT&T doesn't mind spend- Colorado hotel.
ing millions to be a part of the 2012 U.S.
There are, however, still some who
Olympic effort, does the company really remember die repulsive details
of the allegawant Woods to make his retum - whenev- tions who will never cheer
for Bry-ant again.
er that might be - with its logo still on his
Like Bryant. what Woods did had nothing
golf bag?
to do with sports. Still, it might end up being
What astounds Lapchick - who is not the biggest scandal ever in sports.
only a distinguished academic but a pioneer
Nothing else comes close.
for racial equality in sports - is how the
"It's so far the opposite of what we
Woods scandal has morphed into something thought that it makes it so
much more dranever before seen in sports. Even the sexual matic," Lapchick said."I think
it will always
assault charges against Kobe Bryant - be with him."
while arguably more serious-didn't create
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Calloway County's Tori Hahs swims in the 500 freestyle
race during Saturday's Murray Small Team Invitational at
the MSU wellness center. Calloway placed second at the
meet while Murray took first first.

From Page 1B
season when senior guard Jarvae
Langford went to the bench with
four fouls halfway through the
third quarter.
Mangold didn't score but also
didn't commit a tumover, which
warranted praise from Greene.
But Mayfield took advantage
of the absence of Langford
nonetheless, using his time off the
floor to cut a 12-point lead to five.
"(Langford) is a main attraction for sure, and he didn't play
smart basketball tonight," Greene
said. "But Michael came in and
played very solid and handled the
ball well for us. 1 think he can be
a player we can put in tough situations like that."
The Tigers were still plagued
by turnovers late against
Mayfield, but did seem to make
headway with their ball control,
cutting 23 turnovers against
Heath down to 17.
Still, nine of those 17 came in
the fourth quarter.
"We're going in the right
direction," Greene said. "I
thought for the most part, we
made better choices tonight until
a certain point in the second half
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Pull Service Grooming at Your Curt)
Air Conditioned/Heated Van
Warrn Water Bathing• Using All Natural Products
33+ Years Experience • Multipie Pet Discount
Senior Citizen Discount• Satisfaction Guaranteed

and they had a lot to do with that.
"They're very athletic and
they were able to create some of
those tumovers, but some of them
were poor choices."
But Mayfield's comeback had
.
less to do with the Cardinals'
defensive pressure and more to
do with the Tigers' inability to bit
free throws.
Murray hit just 9 of 25 from
the chanty stripe but Mayfield.
didn't fare much better, going 9-,
for-16 and missing the back end
of a pair that would have given
them the lead prior to the double •
technical.
With the score tied at 45,.
Mayfield forced a tumover but
Shelton wa.s called for traveling,a
call he disputed and was saddled
with a technical.
Guhy also rec.eived a technical
for his heated disagreement with
Shelton's technical and Murray
took advantage of the opportuni-,
ty.
Mane Foster connected
two of four fire throws and a
Langford layup off a Demoree
Fields assist gave Murray a fourpoint lead.
The Tiger defense was stellar
once again, forcing Mayfield into
16 tumovers and racking up Rifle
steals.
Defense and thc way his team
has blitzed opponents early are
encouraging signs for Greene.
"I didn't know how we'd
respond tonight," he said.
"Mayfield is really, really quick
and they're tough in that halfcourt
trap. It wasn't anything we didn't
expect, but you can't duplicate
that in practice when you've got a
team like that with those two
quick guards (Shelton and'
Tyreese Murrell)."
Langford led Murray with 14
points while Foster added 13 and
Benton and center Mark
Stubblefield each scored nine.
Shelton led Mayfield with 17
points and Murrell notched 14.
Mayheld
Murray

www.yourmohilegroomer.com

By Appt: 270-978-2872
M-F 7am-7 pm,Sat. 9 am-1 pm
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From Page 1B
Woods,- Lapchick said. "We had an
African-American athlete who totally transcended race and dominated a sport maybe
like no one else who seemed to have this
perfect life. It turned out not to be true."
Count Lapchick arnong those who initially thpught Woods would largely escape
much fallout from the accident and early
repons of infidelity. Those in a graduate
class he teaches in sports management
thought so, too, predicting Woods would be
welcomed back warmly when he returned to
the course.
:DM was before every day brought
another revelation, and more and more
women were linked with Woods. Now his
students have changed their minds. and

the hrst r

5
13 22-48
17 11 8 16- 52

Mayfield - Shelton 17. Murrell 14
Hayes 7, Heath 4, Copeland 2
Rechardson 2 Higssnson 2
2-pt.: 9.19 3-pt: 7-19 FT: 9-16
Rebounds: 37 Turnovers: 16 Fouls:
17
•
Murray - Langford 14 Foster 13..
Benton 9 Stubblefield 9 Deese 5. Fields
2
2-pt.: 17-31 3-pt: 3.9 Fr: 9-25
Rebounds: 31 Turnovers: 17 Fouls:
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
thbir own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are beiieved to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of rts employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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FOUND Male. Shih
Tzu. Kirksey area.
270-293-7030 anytime
LOST: Black cat with
small white spot on
chest and big grocn
eyes. Last seen at the
Courthouse 11/3109.
Call 606-392-1405.

Apartments For Rent

Part-time
Pharmaceutical
Coordinator Monday
Thursdays
8:30am-4pm. to secure
medications
from
patient-assistance programs. Related experience a plus
Mail
resume to Angels
Clinic 1005 Poplar St.
Murray. KY 42071 or
bring by Mon-Thur
8:3 0 -am- 4 pm
Deadline tor resumes
is Dec 30. 2009. Call
759-2223 for more
information.

When accessing the
"help %anted" section
on our classifieds
',selvage at
mimay ledger corn,
you vidl he redirected
to jobncissork soni
default.
MUIT1l1r And lok:al Joh
listings will appear on
this ssebsite
Hosse%er. as a nationa:
ehsite. not all listing,
on the totinciwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tiines Please call
us II
h.oe any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Joh listings Thank pou

SPECIAL!!!
This lx1.5
cOuid be yours
for ONLY S85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

AGNES'S
Cleaning
Service. Residential.
Busiress.
Experienced,
references available. Call
for estimate Insured &
Bonded 556-4287
NEED your house
cleaned/ We are the
one's to get it done.
References and reasonable prices Will
clean in Graves &
Calloway Co Contact
Karen at 270-328-4033
or 270-356-2213 and
leave message

17 Murfell 14
4 Copeland 2
on 2
7.19 FT: 9-16
were: 16 Fouls:

14 Foster 13.:
9 Deese 5 Fields
3-9 FT: 9-25
wers: 17 Fouls:

Sark.,
?Appal

Nix 1 pt.

fleonesaa
Nnary
Fndp

Ike 5p.m.
p.rit
Ttxr.11un.

Saturray

Tbur. 1 p.m,

2BR duplex w appli
ances & carport no
pets Call 227-7414
2BR near MSU. appliances
furnished,
C/HiA. Coleman RE
753-9898
-3BR, 2B.A. duplex ir
Cambridge 2, CHA.
appliances. $720/mo
with first and last
month
rent
References and lease
required. No pets.
731-446-6972.
731-536-5210

Gateway desktop sys
tem, pentium dual core
processor. Vista. 2G.
300GHD 19'' HD monitor $175. 753-2804
MDM COMPUTERS
Service'Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

N1 P
Group Pouring Facilitt

Arecies
For Sala

STATE UNIVERSITY

Women and mononties are encouraged to
apply Murray State Universoty is an equal
education and employment opportunity
MrF/D. AA employer

Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for the following
full-time position Kentucky Medication
Aide We offer competitive wages and ar
excellent benefit package
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton KY 42025
E AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

BAGS

0

Lir
Bntthaven of Benton is currently
iccepting applications for a full-time
LPN position We also offer an excellent
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky. Apply in person at
Bntthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street
Hwy 641 S Benton. KY 42025
EOEAAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Please apply at: 1'hr Department fur
Employment Sere ices, \lay field. 319 ti. 71h tit..
or send resume. to:
jeannatuckerkilne pgroupint.com

[
ANT1OUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS.
AMPS & PEDALS.
(270)339-4092

Ward to Buy

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th
Murray

POWER
CHAIR
$2 000 293-5745

&'Times

Designer Inspired ...:
Handbags & Jewelry ••
Booth ofA56
11
*New items added weekly*

iii

ON

Trends St Treasures Mall
i Old Uncle Jeff's Building)
•
•
•re•

GREAT cleal! Elements
Gift Card with $190.80.
Can be purchased for
only $160.00! Over
$30.00 savings. Call
270-293-1400
LADIES diamond ring.
brand new. Half price.
270-978-7381
270-978-7382.
LATE
model
Dell
Laptop, fully loaded
with Windows XP Pro
& office pro software.
also a new virus program. $345.00.
436-5933
WE Cane Chairs
Shemwells Antiques
492-8308
1.22
.1„

LARGE
-SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

onr-ruans605 E South 1:2th St

(270)753-1713

OAK dinirg room table
6 chairs. china cabinet, $1.000 15 cu tt
chest freezer $200 00
(270)873-2262
SALEI Twin mattress
sets. starting $149.95.
full sets $199.95. all
furniture on sale'
Carraway Furniture
105 N. 3rd 753-1502

293-2487 Firewood
270
Mobile Howes For SW
2008 Yamaha TTR
50E did bike, almos
new. $650 753-5165.

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Dtuguid Dine
Murray. KN' 42071
One and Tom
Bedmom Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD 1.4100-545-1&33
ExL 283
Equal OpOonunity

12

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom
with all appliances
including washer 8
dryer Cail
(270)759-5885 Of
(270)293-7085
LARGE 2BR, 2 full
baths, all appliances.
C/H/A, lawn service
227-5173
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled on
campus, C/1-1/A, W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600
NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
monday
Wednesday Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Ooportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
SPACIOUS 2BR
upstairs apartment in
Mayfield. All new appliances. gas heat. $550
monthly, $550 deposit
includes gas bill 8
garbage pickup.
(270)804-8822

OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4T'H ST.
Corner 4121 `‘. & Glesdsk.
18X10 625 RI‘15 $40
12701436-2524
1270i 293-6906

STORAGE
MI111111
Units•Climate Con ••
24/7 Sureenkatcs•Electricity
412,2

340
140•••• Fof ROM

Reels

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt 121S
Murray KY 42071

1 -BEDROOM. living.
dining-kitchen, deck
stove. ref. waJdry
Redecorated Private
near hospital. Parking
No pets DepositAease
$425/mo. 753-8585

270-753-5562
\l' 111 (11'1 \
I It( s. 1
( I

2BR brick. appliances
furnished. No pets
753-0728. 994-3308.
2BR, stove & refngerator. dw. Wel hook-up.
C/H/A. $550/mo, 1 yr.
lease. 1 month deposit
No pets. 753-2259.
270-527-8174.
3-BEDROOM, 1 -bath
in town Ref. stove,
Dishwasher furnished.
wid hook-up
Cei ogas-ilectlidC
Call 270-753-4000
NEAR MSU, 2BR.
CHA, all appliances. $450. no pets.
ref
+deposit 753-1059
SMALL 2BR, 1 mile
from city limits Deposit
& Lease No pets
$395
753-6156

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
S3u.uu 3 months- carrier delivery
753-1916
4
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1
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284 Bedroom houses
lease 8 deposit
required 753-4109

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

*

MURRAY

i*

Home Delivery
Local Niail
3 ma--WA)
3 mo..-----$35.00
6 mo.
1 yr......-$105.00
1
Rest of KYTIN
Etryear•Ruciwaral

Ail Other Mail
Subscriptiom

3 mo.
6 mo...----$90.00
1 yr.....--...$120.00

3 MO.
6 rue...--...-496•00
1 yr.

Check
All sizes to
nt your needs
Located by
Fmggy radio station

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

HAYmixed grass
$3 00/bale 7531287

I
A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
onside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

360

1 -BEDROOM house
$425
month
2Bedroom house $525
month 270-978-7381
or 270-978-7382

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. WD
refrigerator,
stove
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Money Order

Visa

Name
St Address
City

C9 59State

150
Articles
For Sale

From:
The staff of the
Murray Ledger

&BLING

303 British rifle w/bayonet. Nonnco SKS
w/bayonet. bandolier,
cleaning kit, extra
plastic stock, like new.
Also. 1898 Russ:an
bolt action rifle
7.62X54R caliber
Priced to sell.
(270)227-6237

Publish
Date:
Tuesday,
December
22
Deadline:
Friday,
December
18 at 5PM

Wishing only the best
for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

, "AFF
$26
08
RD
L AdBLE"
. .

Firewood

Must have knov.ledge 01 PLC.. General
Building Maintenance. Air Handling Systems,
anti Manufactunng Equipment
Must lease Electrical License

e WORM

ella•
•411

7

Maintenance !Stonily"
Local manutactunng facility is looking
for a qualified individual to manage
our Maintenance Department

_
LEDGER0GETIM
ES

EFFICIENCY
AL ments for rent. S, •
utilities paid. $230/mo
No pets. 767-9037

150

Communications Researcher, Center for
Telecommunications Systems Management.
Murray State University. Full-time. non-tenure
track position to begin January 2010.
Qualifications: A bachelor's degree. special
training in emergency management (such as
weather spotting or FEMA courses) and communications (such as Ham radio dr commercial classes on specific equipment) A minimum of 10 years of work in communications
or information systems.
Responsibilities: Conduct research in the
innovative application of communications and
incident management techniques for local and
regional emergency managers. Work with
local, regional and state level emergency
managers to identity requirements and validate proposed solutions Identity requirements for technologies to be developed
Perform demonstrations of technologies
developed to emergency managernent personnel Supervision of student employees
developing work assignments. monitonng
progress. giving direction and evaluating work
products
Application Deadline: Postmarked by
December 21. 2009
To Apply: Submit a letter of application
resume and contact information for three references to
Chair Search Committee
207 Industry & Technology
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3347
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Cnnstmas in one eas,9 step!

YOUR GRENTING WILL
INCLUDI PULL COLOR!
Call JW Stephens or Ashley Morris
at 753-1916 to place your Christmas
Greeting Ad today.

4BR. C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898

CVMURRAY

VISA

Wish all of your customers, patrons and friends
a Merry Christmas without buying the cards,
writing the notes, licking the envelopes, and
getting the stamps.

2BR duplex, UNA
various locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

9orne Fianishings

All line ads
placed in
our paper are
posted on
our website
for free!

Sa!) Merr-

1BR. price reduced,
various locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

Must have own.automobile, good driving
••
•
e. Ix • y per
week delivery. Interested persons shoulci
come by and pick.up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
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8 16- 52
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$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.
t 15 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Cla,stheds go into Smart Saver)
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,
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County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
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( ESTATE AUCTION )
,Sat. Dec. 19th, At 10:00 A. WI
AIM Lanord Cultism And
The Laid Jac* Doducon, Auclerweer
2152 Rudd Sperm ad - Ledbetter, KY
Aloog Hwy ee In Liekoreele
Ligethourm
Church, Take Rude Sprees Rorie South 300 Wet

Hlome On 3 Acres. A:
2 Or 3 Bedroom Vinyl Skimp
Eat In Kitchen Lots Of Cabloot•
Spacious family Room
Northman Flews
Control Gas Neat And Air
Ledbetter NI•ter
Sewer
Cerpierre • Outbulldlnes
A Pt
t Setting
Real Estate Terms 15% Dovna UMW In 30 Pays,
Real Estate Sells At 12:00 Mae

LII-7-16
cI •1 1

1977 Dodge ciass C
motor home
runs
great 270-978-3022

IL&M
• r•
LAWN SERVICE
suasesa, Manicuriapo.

Landscaping A
Leaf Vacuuming •
saw:faction guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remocieling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
•Homei Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

ALtC.'4,NcE-

54'3.kS: J C
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623:8466 R
• ...atm Setionq M14.11rne

HOUSE FOR SALE

1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Comet.
New homes. Adcirtions.
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl
Siding.
Decks,
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair
753 2353
Larry Nimrno
Licensed & Insured
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 05.00
A MONTH
CALL 733-1916

New 1,800 square foot home in great location
off 641 North with easy access to Murray ano
Benton. 3 bedrooms. 2-1/2 baths 2 car garage,
city water, Jacuzzi tub. appliances. paved drive.
central 11/A Pnced to sell $139,500
Call (270)293-6222

Hill Electric
Since I9S6

24 Noun SERVICI
Res., Cum.& Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small
NEW 2,100sq rt 2BR
2BA, 2 car garage,
county gasAvater near
Murray, hilltop acre
$144,000
270-519-8570
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RENOVATED
48R.
1 BA home near hospital. Beautiful hardwoocetile floors, sun room, basement, appliances, new C,'H/A,
2.200 sg.ft. $8.000 first
time
buyer
home
rebate. 270-761-1317.

By Mk LAINLESS
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) - Robert
Downey Jr. is an actor at the top

753-9562

He's also surprisingly open
about his self-doubt.
A charismatic performer with
a sometimes troubled past,
Downey struck box-office gold
with 2008 hit, "Iron Man." and
now plays the grcat Victorian
detective in Guy Ritchie's
action-filled
"Sherlock
Holmes." He knows he's not
many people's mental image of
the angular, cerebral and very.
British Holmes. He hasn't let it
stop him.
"You kind of act as if you're
up to the task until you find out
whether you truly are or not,"
said Downey, in reflective mood
during an interview in London.
"I was fortunate that right
about this time last year I was
really peaking in my own confidence and faith in my abilities.
And seeing as I'd been cast and
contracted and it was moving
forward, it wasn't like there was
any benefit to me not thinking I
was the perfect guy for it.Audiences will soon give their
verdict on Downey's muscular,
street-wise take on the sleuth of
Baker Street. The film has its
world premiere in London on
tvlonday and opens in the United
States on Dec. 25.
Ritchie said Downey was "one
of the few American actors" he
could imagine as Holmes.
"His English accent is almost

••••• •••••11
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Homes For Sao

Earn your Bachelor Degree

01 Taurus, 62k,
$2,900 293-7675
1999 300M Chrysler
siNer gray color. new
tires, new brakes
Serviced every 3,000
miles. 120. K Mt1135. AP
maintenance records
753-3730
2002 Honda Civic.
app.-100,000 miles
4-door automatic
w/CD, till, cruise. factory silver paint, elec
tric windows and mi. rocs Great gas
mileage Excellent
condition. 1 -owner.
293-3215.

8-acres,
HOUSE,
recently remodeled,
krtchen with new cabinets. counter tops.
appliances. walk-out
basement. bam w/paslure. Close to town
and only 15min. from
Kentucky
Lake. 2002 Nissan Maxima.
Reduced
from 6-CD/changer. moon$199,000 to $169,900. roof, rear-spoiler,
I 270-293-7252 for 136,000-miles. $7.995
(270)293-7888
atirittlonal information

436-5141 A-AFFOR13ABLE Hauling. Clear
out garages, gutters
Junk & tree work.

Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
-

First Serve

Please No Phone Calls

Pooi TabIe Guy
2C Years Experience
Foci l'attee Sword Sao
Samosa and Moved
731.819-465

tt I

FREE CATS Black o
gray. 2 & 6 montns old
Lovable & litter trained
Must find homes
GET THIS I X1

LI

AD FOR ONLY'
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562 227-0267

$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
.

have feared blasphemy, will find
But he acknowledges an affinmany of the stories' main ingre- ity with the great detective.
dients present and correct.
"I don't know that I would be
There's a glimpse of Holmes' satisfied with anything,- he said.
criminal nemesis Professor
"My neutral gear is dissatisfacMoriarty, a meaty role for
tion. In that way I can really
Scotland
Yard
detective
relate to Holmes, because he
Inspector
Lestrade (Eddie
Marsan), and a romantic frisson rebels at stagnation...
Downey's drug and legal trouin the form of Irene Adler
(Rachel McAdams), the only bles ended in 2002. and the last
woman ever to get past the few years have seen a spectacudetective's defenses.
lar renaissance. "Iron Man- was
At the same time, Downey is followed by a best supporting
the most physical Holmes on actor Oscar nomination for
film. Ritchie offers up chases,
"Tropic Thunder" - a rare
fights and explosions aplenty as
awards nod for a broad comedy.
Holmes and Watson race to stop
"Iron Man 2" is due for release
an occult conspiracy involving
next
year. and it seems
the murderous Lord Blackwood
(a menacing Mark Strong) and a inevitable there will be a
secret brotherhood that includes "Sherlock Holmes" sequel.
some of Britain's most powerful
Downey. said recently. that
escarsnlai

he'd lac happ:y: to pla-y Holmes

It's an action romp with a big
dose of bromance - Holmes
and Vv'atson spar and bicker like
a married couple. Holmes' periods of gloom and his drug habit
- Conan Doyle's hero staves
off boredom with a seven-percent solution of cocaine in water
- are only hinted at.
Downey can relate to Holmes.
His own career has been marked
by restlessness, from the
Academy
Award-nominated
promise of films like "Chaplin"
through well-documented drug
troubles that saw him do stints
of prison. rehab and probation.
Downey says that unlike
Holmes, he didn't tum to drugs
through boredom.
"That was never really my
relationship,- he said tersely..

Classes begin January 111
•r-

Collt•ge
opportunity in ttOlotkui

1-800-952-4122
www.midway.edu
midwayonlinwollegekrtmidway edu

Horoscope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Dec.
16, 2009:
Your energy is so powerful this year that
BARRY JAMES
many people easily could be overwhelmed
ELECTRONICS
yet awed at the same time. You will push
through projects, come up with great ideas
.
and see financial gains as you haven't in
years. Put away part of your increased funds
while you cam. You could find that suddenly
-(270)227:9212
you are involved in a move, or you might
buy a property out of the blue. Adventure
surrounds events. If you are single. your
magnetism can do quite a trick on others.
encouraging potential suitors to come forward. Do know what you want. Fewer hearts
will be broken that way. If you are attached.
your relationship could easily become onesided. Be careful to keep this bond as level
FuTRELL'S Tree
as possible. Remember, it takes two to have
Service
Trimming,
removal, a relationship. LIBRA can help you make
stump grinding, fire- money.
wood. Insured.
489-2839
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
%‘ v„.
Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; 3-Average: 2NI v\.%(.1 Sit.% So-so; I -Difficult

I laMiltun tiranite
3301 St..Rt 121N.
753-8087
),),. Mold°,k • 241.-1-2z
's
I 141,14%

create this third thing, which is
the character. And that definitely
happened with Guy

ftrovFAcruncoupoti C
ExprsEs12.211
-

IV1 DWAY

• week!\
ri.kups
• locall ..,,,nt,t,troperated
759-1151 • 29J-2783
293-2784

Man" hero Tony Stark
for the rest of his career - but
that sort of routine seems unlikely.
He says that at 44, his career is
finally where he wants it to be.
"I'm in an arena of activity
where I get to work with people
I would choose to work with,
given my druthers," he said. "I
think oftentimes before that was
the missing component.
"It's a little bit naive on my
part, but I always feel like when
I'm doing a movie I'm supposed
to develop a deep bond with the
director so he or she and I can
and "Iron

Today! LEijGER &TIMES

Akins Construction

&.Y4farble
Free Pallets

c,1
1
45.• yecteN leap
weesed cOntrai4,,,

S60
Fres Calmer

Administration
• Online any-time, anywhere
• Accelerated format

DRYWALL repair &
painting
Free estimates. 270-873-9916

2007 Calumet Way
48R. 3.5BA. see it
online at
2007calumehvay.com.
762-0106.

First Come

flawless. He just seems like the
perfect guy." And like Holmes,
"his mind works at a speed I
can't keep up with."
Downey's detective is not the
lanky, languid, deerstalker hatsporting Holmes of previous
screen interpretations. This,
after all, is a movie by the director of Cockney gangster-geezer
romps "Lock, Stock and Two
Smoking Barrels," "Snatch" and
"RocknRolla."
When not battling baddies
with stick fighting and martial
a.rts, Holmes relaxes with a bit of
bare-knuckle boxing. Trusty
sidekick Dr. Watson, played by
Jude Law, is a wounded Afghan
war veteran with a gambling
habit and an eye for the ladies.
Travesty? Actually, it's surprisingly faithful to Sir Arthur
Conan Doy1.0% rsaigioa! Aescriptions of Holmes in stories that
began appearing in 1887.
"Oftentimes the innovative
thing to do is to be truer to the
source material,- said Downey
during an interview in the slightly spooky setting of London's
Freemasons' Hall-a nod to the
powerful secret society at the
heart of the film's criminal conspiracy. Room after room in the
cavernous building holds heavy
wooden chairs and mysterious
objects, all watched over by oil
paintings of past Masonic luminaries.
Downey said he was drawn to
Ritchie's take on Holmes as "the
first modern martial artist."
"I thought, that's just a fresh
way to go."
Conan Doyle fans, who might

Online in Health Care

Midway CAi•fe n OA equal

38R. 2.58A. beck,
2,800+ sq ft.. 5 years
old. 5 Scree., Lynn
Grove area 435-4687

Senna'Offered

subscribe by calling 753.1916

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured Emergency
293-1118

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OP
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

3BR. 1BA investmert
rental
house. 713
Murray.
Sycamore,
$550 gross monthly
rent
$60,000 obo.
978-1644.

(270) 436-2228

270-978-5655
270-759-9295
Deer Accident. etc
Call Boggess Body
Shop
Where your insurance
agents go. Since 1970

270 703-201.6

2BA
2BR.
2-car
garage. beck, excellent
condition & neighborhood 1402 Cardnial
Dr.. Murray. Reduced
$120.000 obo
978-1644.

• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
ai stained

:110- 7.03- 1021
270-703-4)05
Johhny 0 Bryan

CLI-78d 1 super-sleuth.

JAMES R. CASH

4-PLEX 281 Native
Circle. Benton $1.760
gross monthly rent.
Must sell. $180.000
obo. 978-1644.

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Pairtino • Fix-rt's

of his game - already a bigscreen superhero. now an iconic

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OP SALE!!
For Pictures Ancl Details Visit

-

0['RYAN TREE
A GERMS .

' I

Downey turns supermsleuth in `Shedock Holmes'

Antiques - Coins
. • Guns - Collectibles
AUCTION HIGHUONTS - ANT1OUE ITEMS.
Beautiful Ornate VValnut'Bonanza' Bed • Unique
Secretary • 4 Stack Barrister Bookcase •
Victorian Master Chair • Vvainui Eastlake Styie
Table • French Sofa • Twe Beautiful Tiffany Style
Lamps• Omate Marble Top Tables • Two -Round
Peoestal Table • Oval Front China Cabinet •
Dresser wWishbone Mirror. Marble Inlay •
Walnut VVasristand, Malele Top • Unique Wood
High Chair • Walnut Large Beveled Mirror •
Ornate Oak Buffet VV,' Mirror • 3 Pc Bedroom
Suite Of Mr Colson's Mother • Cherry -Carper
Flocker •Quilts• Grandfather Clock • Gun Case
• Collectible Accent Pieces• Lots Of Depression
Era Glass & CollectiDles • Unique Cast Iron •
Pattem Glass• Linens • Pnnts • Onginal Barber
Shop Cabinets • Historical Newspapers &
Memorabilia • Sentry Safe • Lots Of Tools And
Barnyard Oldies _Yard Tools, Hand Tools.
Wheat Cradle. Leaders. Small Windmill • Sheds
Full, "Several Pocket Knives"
The Colson's Saved For Years Store Than Listed!
Guns - Remington 760 (30-06) Game Master •
Savage 24 Senes P 20 Ga • Winchester 37
Singie Shot • Winchester 190 Automaftc 22
Short Rifle • Savage Modei 72. Hexagon Barrel.
22 Short Rifle. Page-Lewis Arms Model 49. 22
Long Rifle • Savage Stevens Model 9408 20 Ga
Single Shot • Remington Mooel 33, 22 Short or
Long Rifle Coins: Lots 01 Silver Coins..Frorn
1853 And Up...Several Nice Mid To Late 1800's,
Many Nice Eady 1900's 'Silver Dollars & Hall
Dollars" • Silver Certificates •1870 Haff Dime •
Standing Liberty Silver Quaners • 2 Gent Piece
• Uncirculated Coins • Proof Sets & Much More!

!C

ML GARAGE D, •
INSTALLATION r tl&
& maintenance or
doors & operators
Residential & commercial Locally owned &
operated
293-2357,
435-4049
Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Service
, Over 25 years Cali
Don. Murray area
1987 Dodge Dokota
519-8570
6cyt automatic new
bres,
runs
good
Perfect work truck
Clean title Sell or
trade $900 01)0
2'0-978-9034
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ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Use a tendency to walk away from
difficult matters, and learn to detach instead
Witness the power of pulling away the emotions rather than acting on them You need to
remain sensitive to another person's desires.
Tonight. You feel pushed
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Proceed with a delrberate attitude
and allow greater give-and-take If you want
to move through an issue. talk to the other
person involved. You could be rather sur-

/

lathered Miracle Hooter
CUT YOUR HEATING BILLS UP TO 50
.
/.
Real up to 1000 sq. . or Pennies a day
Was • cannot start fires
• F factory w•rtante
$1
,
4:99 • Safe ilfrilf10 IlldS
• money Bac*
pets
Ouararttee

1-877-497-4427
Must Mention C;otipon code 6566
Call Now supplies Limited

by Jacqueline Bigar
pnsed by the end results. Tonight. Attempt to
walk in another's shoes.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Others run with the ball. You might
not be sure which way to go. Eliminate an initial probiem. allowing greater give-and-take.
Someone around you shows depth and caring but still might be unsure of him- or herself. Tonight: Have a long-overdue talk
CANCER (Juno 21-Juty 22)
*** Dive into work, and you'll get a lot
more done than you initially anticipated It
you need to, close the door. You might have
enough to do without anyone else adding to
your load. Schedule meetings as late as possible. Tonight: Could someone be in the
midst of a power play?
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Understand what it takes to make
a situation work. If you want to move a project forward, you can and will. New beginnings become possible if you relax.
Understand your limits within key guidelines.
'Tonight: Know when to slow down.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** If you can work from home. ycu might
accomplish more, but not necessarily work!
A co-worker or associate feeds you and
associates many different facts and suggestions. Realiie what is happening within your
circle. Tonight. Dance the night away
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Your decision and manner of handling
a personal matter could change dramatically.
Conversations could confirm your hunches.
Happity, you get important and significant
information Tonight: Find your favonte chair.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might be dealing with financial
matters squarely and directly. What you are
seeing could affect your thinking on much

more. Be open to receiving necessary feedback. You need to hear all this information.
Tonight. Hang out with friends.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** A natural confidence radiates
through you. How you handle certain matters
could be far different from what you anticipated SOMPflenfOG whnn you coml. from a place
of spontaneity. you might surprise yourself.
Tonight Talking up a storm.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jari. 19)
*** Though you're out of sorts at first, you
can center and rethink a personal matter.
Follow your sixth sense with finances. You'll
handle a matter very differently as a result
Investigate different options Or possibilities.
Tonight: Gage your own energy level.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Be willing to take a stand and do
more with situations around you. Meetinos
could prove to be powerful. You'll not only
make your poim. but you also will gain support. Tonight Get a good night's sleep
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Others look to you for advice and
change How you handle a matter and the
choices you make could be very different
and quite positive. Success greets you in an
emotional or financial venture Tonight:
Where your friends are
BORN TODAY
Author Jane Austen (1775), playYvnght Noel
Coward (1899), anthropologist Margaret
Mead (1901)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the Internet at
www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2009 by King Features Syndicate Inc

